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Stochastic programming seeks to optimize decision making in uncertain conditions.

This type of work is typically amenable to decomposition into first- and second-stage

decisions. First-stage decisions must be made now, while second-stage decisions are

made after realizing certain future conditions and are typically constrained by first-stage

decisions. This work focuses on two stochastic integer programming applications. In

Chapter 2, we investigate a two-stage facility location problem with integer recourse. In

Chapter 3, we investigate the graph decontamination problem with mobile agents. In

both problems, we develop cutting-plane algorithms that iteratively solve the first-stage

problem, then solve the second-stage problem and glean information from the second-stage

solution with which we refine first-stage decisions. This process is repeated until

optimality is reached. If the second-stage problems are linear programs, then duality

can be exploited in order to refine first-stage decisions. If the second-stage problems are

mixed-integer programs, then we resort to other methods to extract information from

the second-stage problem. The applications discussed in this work have mixed-integer

second-stage problems, and accordingly we develop specialized cutting-plane algorithms

and demonstrate the efficacy of our solution methods.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This work focuses on decomposition methods for solving a certain class of stochastic

integer programs (SIP). Decision-making problems under uncertainty can often be broken

up into “here-and-now” or “first-stage” decisions, and “recourse” or “second-stage”

decisions, which are dependent on the realization of some random future data. For

example, considering a distribution network, it is unclear how demand will fluctuate in the

future, but we need to build distribution facilities now. We must first build distribution

facilities, and in the future when demand is realized, we are limited to the previously

located facilities to distribute flow through the network. When first- or second-stage

decisions involve binary “yes-or-no” or discrete decisions, we call these problems two-stage

SIPs. After first-stage decisions are made, we solve a second-stage problem to assess

the quality of first-stage decisions. For the problems considered in this dissertation,

stochasticity is modeled by considering a finite but potentially large set of future scenarios.

Thus, given first-stage decisions, we will solve the second-stage problem associated with

each scenario. The difficulty is gleaning useful information from the solution of the

second-stage problems so that we can effectively refine first-stage decisions.

Two-stage stochastic linear programs (LP) with random second-stage data were first

considered by Dantzig [14] and Walkup [41]. The technique of Benders decomposition

[7] (sometimes referred to as the L-shaped method as described by Van Slyke and

Wets [40] and Wollmer [42]) serves as the foundation for our approach. This technique

identifies a split between “complicating” and “separable” variables, whereby the resolution

of complicating variable values permits the solution of several independent problems

involving the separable variables. With respect to our discussion, first-stage decisions

represent the complicating variables, and recourse decisions for a specific scenario

represent the separable variables. Benders decomposition iteratively solves a first-stage

master problem in terms of the complicating variables, while optimistically estimating the
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objective function value of the subproblems consisting of the separable recourse variables.

If the master problem variables are infeasible, we add a valid inequality to the master

problem referred to as a “feasibility” cutting plane; else, if the subproblem objective

estimates are not accurate, we add an “optimality” cutting plane to the master problem.

This process reiterates until no further cutting planes are necessary.

Benders decomposition assumes that the recourse subproblems are LPs, and exploits

the duality of the subproblems to derive valid inequalities that state a relationship

between first-stage decision variables and the estimated second-stage objective value.

However, the problems discussed in this work do not have continuous recourse problems,

but rather mixed-integer programming (MIP) recourse problems that include continuous,

binary, or integer-valued variables. With a second-stage MIP, no dual information exists,

and thus Benders decomposition is not directly applicable to these problems. Instead,

we look at the structure of problems and attempt to derive affine relationships between

first-stage variables and second-stage objectives. For example, we try to estimate how

second-stage objectives can be improved when additional resources are dedicated in the

first stage. The major contribution this discussion is the derivation of cutting planes

specially tailored to our problems.

Louveaux and van der Vlerk [30] studied simple integer recourse models, where the

second-stage problem minimizes the penalty charge for shortage or surplus from first-stage

decisions. Later, Laporte and Louveaux [26] introduced the integer L-shaped method

for two-stage SIPs with binary first-stage variables, which is equipped to deal with any

MIP recourse problem. Carøe and Tind [11] generalized the integer L-shaped method

via general duality theory. However, the master problem obtained from their methods

has nonlinear constraints, and is not generally computationally attractive. Sen and Higle

[34] introduced the disjunctive decomposition (D2) algorithm, which uses disjunctive

programming to convexify MIP subproblems and derive valid cutting planes. Sen and

Sherali [35] put the D2 algorithm into a branch-and-cut framework.
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The L-shaped method of Laporte and Louveaux has performed well in testing

[27, 28]. Their method is very general, and so there is room for improvement given

specific assumptions on problem structure. In Chapter 2, we demonstrate an integer

decomposition method tailored to a specific application, which we demonstrate to be more

computationally efficient than the L-shaped method of Laporte and Louveaux.

In the next part of this dissertation, we consider a variation of the scenario-based

stochastic facility location problem modeled on a network. In future scenarios, problem

data regarding demand points, arc capacities, and other aspects may vary. In a typical

two-stage stochastic facility location problem, we would locate facilities in the first

stage and then for each second-stage recourse subproblem, establish flows from located

facilities to satisfy demand in the network. In the problem we consider, we must locate a

priori a set of facilities that may possibly be activated in a future scenario; such “facility

location” in this context does not necessarily imply that the facility is ready for use in

a future scenario. The problem can then be decomposed into subproblems associated

with each scenario, given the first-stage facility locations. The complicating issue in

our problem is that in each subproblem, we must activate a subset of located facilities,

incurring a fixed-charge activation fee in addition to its location cost. The activation

of facilities is modeled as a set of binary variables, and thus the subproblems that we

encounter in a typical decomposition approach are MIPs. In Section 2.1, we introduce

the two-stage facility location problem give a literature review of facility location under

uncertainty. Section 2.2 presents a detailed description of the problem and model it as

a mixed-integer program. Section 2.3 describes classical cutting-plane algorithms for

two-stage optimization problems, along with a novel approach that we introduce for the

two-stage facility location problem. We perform computational tests on the given methods

for the two-stage facility location problem in Section 2.7.

In Chapter 3, we consider the problem of using mobile agents to decontaminate the

nodes of a graph given a spreading contamination. Section 3.1 provides an introduction
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and literature review. In our model, detection is not an issue; we always know which

nodes are contaminated and the positions of all agents. We consider several variants of the

problem based on the capabilities of our mobile agents. We discuss (1) determining the

fastest cleaning strategy for agents to follow (Section 3.3), (2) the minimum number

of agents required to decontaminate the graph and their initial positions (Section

3.4), and (3) the best positions for some predetermined number of agents to minimize

expected cleaning time (Section 3.5). We perform complexity analysis on all variants

of these problems for general graphs. We approach these problems from an integer

programming perspective, provide formulations for all problems discussed, and present

basic computational testing of the MIP models (Section 3.6). We then provide advanced

techniques for solving the different graph cleaning problems and computational testing.

To find the fastest cleaning strategy we provide a greedy random construction heuristic

(Section 3.7). To solve the minimum number of agents and find the best positions, we

develop cutting-plane algorithms that utilize Benders-decomposition-style inequalities and

other combinatorial cutting planes (Sections 3.8–3.13).

Finally, we conclude in Chapter 4 and describe future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2
TWO-STAGE FACILITY LOCATION

2.1 Problem Description

The location and subsequent activation of a facility arise in many applications.

The first-stage “locating” of facilities could be as simple as purchasing real estate in a

competitive market, and then in some future scenario, “activating” the land by building a

warehouse or distribution center (anticipating that real estate recoupment costs would be

factored into the first-stage facility location costs). Also, location could represent entering

into contractual agreements with warehouses or distribution centers, while activation

would occur upon receipt of an initial shipment of some commodity.

As another example, consider the location of hurricane relief shelters in hurricane-prone

regions. If a hurricane was to strike a certain region, some shelters in the region would be

opened and staffed, incurring a fixed activation cost. In the recourse problem, once a

hurricane has struck a region, we are limited to the facilities that have been located in the

first stage to address the needs of the hurricane victims. The variable flow costs would be

proportional to the number of people the shelter serves in a given scenario, which could be

modeled by sending flows from the shelter to those communities seeking aid.

The optimization challenge posed in this document is also inherent in many military

planning situations. A long-range strategic plan may initially capture certain vital areas

in some theater, which could then be pursued as forward bases for future action in the

campaign. The first-stage “facility location” here would represent the vital areas to be

secured early in the conflict. The second-stage decisions would represent the “activation”

of the facilities (by mobilizing troops and establishing advanced control centers), plus the

costs associated with deploying troops from these established bases. (Note that advanced

bases cannot be established in vital areas that were not previously secured.)

Facility location is an expensive and long-term planning decision, and therefore

requires significant consideration. Compensating for uncertainty is a natural extension of
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any facility location model, and can be accounted for in many ways. Snyder [37] presents

a thorough review of stochastic facility location models and solution approaches. We

have formulated our problem as a two-stage stochastic integer program containing binary

second-stage variables, with the objective of minimizing facility location costs plus a

weighted average of second-stage activation and flow costs.

In our application it would be natural to consider the facility location variables as our

complicating master problem variables, and the facility activation and material routing

variables as recourse subproblem variables. However, the subproblems’ activation variables

are restricted to be binary, and thus subproblem duality cannot be exploited to derive

cutting planes. As an alternative, binary subproblem variables could be moved to the first

stage, leaving only continuous variables in the subproblems, thus making the problem

amenable to direct solution by Benders decomposition. Bienstock and Shapiro [9] solved

an application for an electric utility dealing with fuel contracts and plant construction

with this strategy. However, this approach results in a first-stage problem having a much

larger number of binary variables. In order to avoid this sharp increase in the number

of master problem binary variables, we investigate a method that keeps integer recourse

variables in the subproblems.

2.2 Mathematical Programming Formulation

Let the mission area be represented by a directed graph G = (V, A) with vertex set V

and arc set A. The cost of locating a facility is given by fi, for all i ∈ V .

Let S be the set of scenarios that we wish to consider. Each scenario s ∈ S is

associated with some priority ps. These priorities weight the recourse objective component

associated with the scenarios by taking into account the probability that each scenario

occurs as well as the importance of addressing each scenario. In locating hurricane

shelters, we could consider the possibility of a hurricane making landfall on certain coastal

regions with roughly uniform probability. However, scenarios in which a hurricane makes
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landfall in a developed region should be allotted a higher priority, thus favoring shelter

locations that can serve densely populated areas.

The remaining data in our problem depends on the scenario s ∈ S. The activation

cost for each facility is given by gs
i for all i ∈ V . If facility i ∈ V is activated in scenario

s ∈ S, then vertex i has a supply of bs
i ≥ 0. Also, let the cost of shipping on arc (i, j) ∈ A

in scenario s ∈ S be given by cs
ij ≥ 0, and the capacity of arc (i, j) in scenario s be given

by us
ij ≥ 0. Finally, the demand at vertex i ∈ V is given by ds

i ≥ 0. This scenario-specific

data allows us to model instances in which supply and transportation costs, as well as arc

capacities and nodal demands, are affected by the scenarios themselves.

In the context of hurricane shelter location, facilities are first located, and then

sit idle until a hurricane makes landfall in the area. The shelter must then be staffed

and equipped in a hurricane emergency, denoted by scenario s ∈ S, incurring the fixed

activation cost gs
i . In addition, emergency vehicles traveling along arcs to victims incur

some flow cost. Road (arc) capacities can modified appropriately in each scenario to model

the disaster’s predicted impact on infrastructure.

We can model this problem as a large-scale mixed-integer formulation. The decision

to locate a facility on some vertex i ∈ V is represented by the binary variable xi, where

xi = 1 if a facility is located at i ∈ V and zero otherwise, for all i ∈ V . The remaining

variables depend on scenario s ∈ S. We have binary variables ys
i , for all i ∈ V , which are

equal to 1 if the facility on vertex i ∈ V is activated in scenario s ∈ S, and zero otherwise.

The continuous variables ws
ij, for all (i, j) ∈ A, represent the flow values on arcs in scenario

s ∈ S.
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The extensive formulation of this problem is given as:

EXT: minimize
∑
i∈V

fixi +
∑
s∈S

ps


∑

i∈V

gs
i y

s
i +

∑

(i,j)∈A

cs
ijw

s
ij


 (2–1a)

s.t. ys
i ≤ xi ∀i ∈ V, s ∈ S (2–1b)

bs
iy

s
i −

∑

{j:(i,j)∈A}
ws

ij +
∑

{j:(j,i)∈A}
ws

ji ≥ ds
i ∀i ∈ V, s ∈ S (2–1c)

0 ≤ ws
ij ≤ us

ij ∀(i, j) ∈ A, s ∈ S (2–1d)

xi, y
s
i binary ∀i ∈ V, s ∈ S. (2–1e)

The objective function (2–1a) minimizes the facility location cost plus a priority-weighted

combination of facility activation and flow costs over each scenario. Constraints (2–1b)

impose the condition that a facility on vertex i ∈ V cannot be activated unless a facility

has been located on vertex i ∈ V . Constraints (2–1c) ensure that demand is met by

requiring that the flow into node i ∈ V plus the initial supply at node i, minus the flow

out of node i, is no less than the demand for node i in each scenario. Constraints (2–1d)

and (2–1e) state bounds and logical restrictions on the decision variables. (Note that if

model (2–1) is solved directly, the x-variables can equivalently be relaxed as continuous

variables, with binariness enforced only on the y-variables.)

The primary difficulty with solving EXT directly is its large scale. There are

O(|V ||S|) structural constraints and binary variables, plus O(|A||S|) continuous variables

having simple bounds. Especially when the number of scenarios is large, we anticipate

that EXT will require substantial computational resources to solve. A standard technique

for solving scenario-based problems is by decomposition, although there are relatively

few effective techniques capable of solving two-stage problems in which integer variables

appear in both stages. We develop some candidate integer decomposition approaches to

solving this problem in the following section.
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2.3 A Cutting-Plane Algorithm for the Two-Stage Facility Location Problem

In general, cutting-plane decomposition procedures for minimization problems would

solve a Relaxed Master Problem (RMP) with a relaxed set of constraints on first-stage

variables and lower bounding restrictions on second-stage objective components. In

our case, the tentative solution to RMP at any iteration is the set of first-stage facility

locations. Given a tentative RMP solution x = x̂, the problem decomposes into |S|
deterministic capacitated facility location subproblems, in which the set of available

facilities is limited to those i ∈ V for which x̂i = 1. Also included in the RMP are value

function variables zs ≥ 0, ∀s ∈ S, which represent second-stage cost (i.e., facility activation

and flow costs) associated with scenario s ∈ S. An optimal solution to RMP is of the form

(x̂, ẑ1, . . . , ẑ|S|).

We then solve each MIP subproblem and determine if a feasible solution exists given

x̂. If not, then a “feasibility” cut is added to RMP that enforces a valid inequality on

facility locations in order for the currently infeasible subproblem to become feasible. Else,

if the actual second-stage cost for some scenario s is greater than the value ẑs obtained

from solving the RMP, then an “optimality” cut is added to RMP that states a lower

bound on a zs variable as an affine function of x-variables.

The relaxed master problem we consider is

RMP: minimize
∑
i∈V

fixi +
∑
s∈S

pszs (2–2a)

s.t. zs ≥ η`0 −
∑
i∈V

η`ixi ∀` ∈ Ωopt (2–2b)

∑
i∈V

θ`ixi ≥ θ`0 ∀` ∈ Ωfeas (2–2c)

zs ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ S (2–2d)

xi binary ∀i ∈ V, (2–2e)
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where Ωopt is a set of “optimality” inequalities bounding zs in terms of the x-variables,

Ωfeas is a set of necessary constraints that all feasible solutions satisfy, and the η- and

θ-coefficients are used to describe these conditions.

Initially, we may take Ωopt = Ωfeas = ∅. If this is the case, on the first iteration we

would obtain the infeasible trivial solution xi = 0, for all i ∈ V , zs = 0, for all s ∈ S. As

an alternative, “warming constraints” can be added to RMP to help produce more realistic

solutions in early iterations when the sets Ωopt and Ωfeas are empty or small. Warming

constraints are simple, necessary constraints that can be enumerated without solving any

subproblem. For instance, we may choose to add warming constraints to RMP of the form:

∑
i∈V

bs
ixi ≥

∑
i∈V

ds
i , (2–3)

for each s ∈ S, which state that we must locate enough facilities so that the sum of

available supply in the mission area is at least as much as the total demand in the mission

area for scenario s. (Constraints (2–3) are not sufficient for feasibility since they ignore

scenario-specific arc capacities.)

Given a tentative RMP solution x̂, regarding a set of located facilities, recall that each

scenario subproblem has the form of a capacitated facility location problem. For some

scenario s ∈ S, the subproblem is given by

νs(x̂) = minimize
∑
i∈V

gs
i y

s
i +

∑

(i,j)∈A

cs
ijw

s
ij (2–4a)

s.t. ys
i ≤ x̂i ∀i ∈ V (2–4b)

bs
iy

s
i −

∑

{j:(i,j)∈A}
ws

ij +
∑

{j:(j,i)∈A}
ws

ji ≥ ds
i ∀i ∈ V (2–4c)

0 ≤ ws
ij ≤ us

ij ∀(i, j) ∈ A (2–4d)

ys
i binary ∀i ∈ V. (2–4e)
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We refer to (2–4) as SUBs(x̂), and the linear relaxation of (2–4) as SUB
s
(x̂). If SUBs(x̂)

is infeasible, then we take νs(x̂) = ∞. Similarly, we let νs(x̂) denote the optimal objective

function value of SUB
s
(x̂), setting νs(x̂) = ∞ if SUB

s
(x̂) is infeasible.

The challenge is to add cuts to Ωfeas if SUBs(x̂) is infeasible, or to Ωopt if the value

of ẑs obtained from RMP is less than the optimal objective value νs(x̂) for any s ∈ S.

The methods and justification for three cutting-plane techniques are given in the following

sections. The first two follow standard decomposition theory, while the third describes a

new class of cutting planes tailored for this application.

2.4 Benders Cutting Planes

In traditional Benders decomposition, the subproblems are assumed to be continuous

linear programs. We would first solve the Relaxed Benders Master Problem (R-BMP),

and then solve the dual subproblems given the solution to R-BMP. By relaxing the binary

restrictions on ys-variables in the subproblems, we can derive standard Benders cuts that

(for this application) are sufficient to guarantee feasibility to both SUB
s
(x̂)and SUBs(x̂),

but not to force convergence to an optimal solution. For SUB
s
(x̂), associate βs-variables

with constraint (2–4b), γs-variables with (2–4c) and δs-variables with the upper bounding

inequalities in (2–4d). The dual of SUB
s
(x̂)is

νs(x̂) = maximize −
∑
i∈V

x̂iβ
s
i +

∑
i∈V

ds
iγ

s
i −

∑

(i,j)∈A

us
ijδ

s
ij (2–5a)

s.t. − βs
i + bs

iγ
s
i ≤ gs

i ∀i ∈ V (2–5b)

− γs
i + γs

j − δs
ij ≤ cs

ij ∀(i, j) ∈ A (2–5c)

βs
i , γ

s
i ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ V (2–5d)

δij ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A. (2–5e)

Problem (2–5) is always feasible since cs
ij, g

s
i ≥ 0 for all (i, j) ∈ A, i ∈ V , and so the trivial

(all-zero) solution is feasible. If problem (2–5) is unbounded, then we obtain an extreme
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dual ray (β̄s, γ̄s, δ̄s) and add the following inequality to Ωfeas:

∑
i∈V

β̄s
i xi ≥

∑
i∈V

γ̄s
i d

s
i −

∑

(i,j)∈A

δ̄s
iju

s
ij. (2–6)

Otherwise, if SUBs(x̂) is feasible, but ẑs < νs(x̂), we obtain an optimal extreme point

solution (β̂s, γ̂s, δ̂s) to the dual of SUB
s
(x̂) and add the following optimality cut to Ωopt:

zs ≥ −
∑
i∈V

β̂s
i xi +

∑
i∈V

γ̂s
i d

s
i −

∑

(i,j)∈A

δ̂s
iju

s
ij. (2–7)

Note that since the bounds on ys-variables are between 0 and 1, a feasible solution with

fractional ys-variables can be modified to a binary feasible (not necessarily optimal)

solution by setting all fractional ys-variables to 1. Thus the set of constraints (2–6) for all

extreme rays to the polyhedron given by (2–5b)–(2–5e) is sufficient to guarantee feasibility

for both SUB
s
(x̂) and SUBs(x̂).

Once all dual subproblems are solved, if no inequalities are added to Ωfeas or Ωopt (i.e.,

ẑs ≥ νs(x̂), for all s ∈ S), we conclude that the solution x̂ is optimal to the problem in

which the facility activation variables are permitted to be fractional. However in some

cases νs(x̂) < νs(x̂) is possible since fractional facility activations typically reduce costs.

2.5 Laporte/Louveaux Cutting Planes

While continuous Benders cuts (2–7) are not (in general) sufficient to force convergence

to an optimal solution of our problem, the method of Laporte and Louveaux [26] can

be used to generate L-shaped cutting planes from subproblems having binary and

continuous variables, which will force convergence to an optimal solution. According

to the Laporte/Louveaux (LL) method, the MIP subproblem SUBs(x̂) associated with s

given x̂ would be solved directly, and the following inequality would be added to the RMP:

zs ≥ (νs(x̂)− Ls)


∑

i∈X̂

xi −
∑

i/∈X̂

xi


− (νs(x̂)− Ls)(|X̂| − 1) + Ls, (2–8)
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where the set X̂ = {i ∈ V : x̂i = 1}, and where Ls is a lower bound on the objective value

for subproblem s. We compute Ls = νs(e), where e is a vector of all ones; i.e., Ls is the

optimal objective value for subproblem s given that facilities are located on all vertices.

LL cuts are very general, and can be applied to any stochastic integer program whose

first-stage variables are all binary-valued. Due to the generality of the cuts, however,

the inequalities of the form (2–8) tend to be weak. For the capacitated facility location

problem we are studying, if any x-variable changes from its prior value, then the LL

cut allows the value-function variable zs to take on its lower bound Ls. LL cuts can be

modified for our application to:

zs ≥ νs(x̂) +
∑

{i∈V \X̂: bs
i >0}

(Ls − νs(x̂))xi, (2–9)

which states that there is no decrease in the value function variable zs if some located

facility at i ∈ X̂ were removed. This statement is justified by the fact that νs(x1) ≤ νs(x2)

whenever x1
i ≥ x2

i , for all i ∈ V , since SUBs(x1) is a relaxation of SUBs(x2). Still,

inequality (2–9) states that if some facility were located at i ∈ V \ X̂ in the first stage,

and that facility has positive supply in scenario s, the value function variable zs is

allowed to achieve its lower bound Ls. For large problem instances, we anticipate that

these inequalities will be too weak to force our algorithm to converge within practical

computational limits.

2.6 Residual Path Cutting Planes

Our goal is to estimate a relationship between first-stage location variables and

the second-stage objective values, and ultimately derive cutting planes that tightly

underestimate the value function of the recourse subproblems. This task is challenging

because the optimal subproblem objective values are nonconvex functions of x. We

generate valid inequalities for the RMP from optimal solutions to SUBs(x̂), known as
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Residual Path cutting planes (RP cuts). A general RP cut has the form:

zs ≥ νs(x̂) +
∑

i∈V \X̂
αs

i (x̂) · xi. (2–10)

From the optimal solution to SUBs(x̂), we optimistically estimate αs
i (x̂) ≤ 0 as the benefit

to the objective value of subproblem s when an additional facility i ∈ V \ X̂ is located

in the first stage. In contrast to LL cuts, RP cuts estimate the decrease in second-stage

objective value with respect to changes in first-stage decisions, rather than automatically

allowing the second-stage objective value to achieve its lower bound.

Similar to modified LL cuts, the removal of a located facility will not decrease the

subproblem objective values. However, due to the nonconvexity of the optimal subproblem

objective values as a function of x, in general it is impractical to assess the minimum

objective increase resulting from the removal of a facility. Hence, we ignore xi-terms

corresponding to i ∈ X̂ in (2–10).

We focus on determining the maximum amount by which a subproblem objective

can decrease with additional located facilities. Given facility locations x̂, we identify an

optimal solution (ŷs, ŵs) to subproblem s. We define the residual network Rs(x̂, ŷs, ŵs)

having nodes V and directed arcs (i, j) if and only if either (a) (i, j) ∈ A and ŵs
ij < uij,

(in which case we call (i, j) a “forward arc”) or (b) ŵs
ji > 0 (in which case we call (i, j)

a “backward arc”). Forward arcs (i, j) have flow costs cs
ij, and backward arcs (i, j) have

costs of −cs
ji. To determine the maximum benefit of locating a facility at node i ∈ V \ X̂,

we consider the potential impact that each unit shipped from this location could have on

the optimal recourse solution to SUBs(x̂). If a facility is located (and then activated) at

i, the flow from i would effectively augment (and replace) flow emanating from currently

activated facilities. Additionally, some activated facilities could be deactivated, adding to

the cost savings.

To model the possibility of facility deactivation, we modify the residual network by

adding dummy destination node t, and uncapacitated artificial arcs from each activated
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facility to node t. The artificial arc (j, t) initially has flow cost cjt = −gs
j . The cost of arc

(j, t) represents the potential cost savings resulting from deactivating facility j. In this

modified network, if we were to push one unit of flow from a newly activated facility to

node t, we would reverse one unit of flow from some currently active facility j, and could

potentially further decrease our costs by gs
j due to deactivating the facility at j.

Even if activated facility j emitted multiple units in the previous solution, we must

consider the possibility of deactivating facility j when the amount shipped from j is

reduced by a single unit. Consider the example depicted in Figure 2-1, which depicts an

optimal solution in which a facility located at node 1 supplies three units of demand to

node A. However, when a facility at node 3 is located and activated, it supplies one unit

of demand to node A. The facility at node 1 can now be deactivated, reducing costs by

g1
1 = 10, despite the fact that node 1 originally sent three units of demand to node A, and

only one new unit of flow is available from node 3.

Figure 2-1. Facility 1 does not need to be activated if facility 3 is located.

Therefore locating a facility at node i forces us to activate the facility at a cost of gs
i ,

but allows us to save flow and activation costs as follows in the best case. The first unit of

flow from node i changes flow costs on the augmenting path by increasing costs on forward
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arcs and decreasing costs on backward arcs, and can potentially lead to the deactivation

of the facility whose flow is reduced by one due to the augmenting path. The second unit

of flow from node i can do the same, but cannot result in the deactivation of the same

facility. Note however that by the same logic as presented for the LL cuts, a valid lower

bound on αs
i (x̂) is given by Ls − νs(x̂). We thus compute αs

i (x̂) for each i ∈ V as given by

Procedure 1, according to the principles established above.

Procedure 1 Routine to compute αs
i (x̂)

1: Initialization. Set up the residual network. Set αs
i (x̂) ← gs

i . Set btemp ← bs
i .

2: Compute shortest path cost cSP over the residual network from i to t.
3: while btemp > 0 and cSP < 0 and αs

i (x̂) > Ls − νs(x̂) do
4: Identify the terminating arc (h, t) in a shortest path from i to t.
5: if cs

ht < 0 then
6: Set αs

i (x̂) ← αs
i (x̂) + cSP .

7: Set btemp ← btemp − 1.
8: Set cs

ht ← 0.
9: Recompute cSP .

10: else
11: Set αs

i (x̂) ← αs
i (x̂) +

(
btemp · cSP

)
.

12: Set btemp ← 0.
13: end if
14: end while
15: if αs

i (x̂) < Ls − νs(x̂) then
16: Set αs

i (x̂) ← Ls − νs(x̂).
17: end if
18: if αs

i (x̂) > 0 then
19: Set αs

i (x̂) ← 0.
20: end if
21: return αs

i (x̂).

Procedure 1 iteratively computes a shortest path, and while it is still potentially

profitable to do so, sends one more unit from node i to node t. This routine stops either

when btemp, the remaining supply at node i, equals zero, or when additional flow is no

longer profitable, or when αs(x̂) < Ls − νs(x̂). (These conditions are stated in line 3 of

Procedure 1.) For our implementation, we say that if no shortest path from i to t in the

modified residual network exists due to graph connectivity and arc capacity properties, the
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cost of the shortest path from i to t is set to machine infinity. This will force Procedure 1

to terminate appropriately and ultimately return αs
i (x̂) = 0.

As the routine iterates, we update the cost of artificial arcs from activated facilities

to dummy node t in order to enforce the condition that cost savings gained from facility

deactivation cannot be attained more than once for each active facility. Since we update

artificial arc costs, we need to recompute the shortest path from i to t at every iteration

in which these costs are modified on line 8 of Procedure 1. At some iteration, the shortest

path from i to t might use an arc (j, t) that has a cost cjt = 0. In this case, this path

will be the shortest path from i to t in all future iterations, and so we add the cost of

pushing all remaining btemp units along this shortest path to αs
i (x̂) in a single iteration of

the while-loop (lines 11 and 12 of Procedure 1).

Lines 15–17 of Procedure 1 ensure that αs
i (x̂) ≥ Ls − νs(x̂), which is valid because

the location of one additional facility cannot reduce the scenario objective below its lower

bound Ls. (Note that Procedure 1 could compute a very negative value for αs
i (x̂), for

instance, by accruing potential cost savings from deactivating multiple facilities.) By

placing lower bounds on the α-values of Ls − νs(x̂), we guarantee that our inequalities

are at least as strong as the modified LL cuts (2–9). Next, lines 18–20 guarantee that

αs
i (x̂) ≤ 0, which is justified by the fact that in the worst case, we have the option of

simply not activating facility i in scenario s.

Finding a shortest path from i to t in Rs(x̂, ŷs, ŵs) can be performed in polynomial

time because there are no negative-cost cycles in Rs(x̂, ŷs, ŵs). The residual graph

corresponds to an optimal activation scheme and flow values, and so if a negative-cost

cycle were present, flow could be sent around the cycle and the objective value could be

improved, which contradicts the optimality of (ŷs, ŵs) given x̂. Furthermore, Rs(x̂, ŷs, ŵs)

does not have any directed cycles (of any cost) that contain artificial arcs since the

out-degree of node t is zero. Procedure 1 will either perform at most O(|V |) iterations

(deactivating each active facility at each iteration), or bs
i iterations (pushing each unit
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of supply from facility i into the system). Therefore, Procedure 1 will perform at most

min{|V |, bs
i} iterations of the inner while-loop. Using a conservative shortest-path

complexity, each such iteration requires O(|V |2) operations. Hence the procedure can

be performed in O(|V |3) time.

Theorem 1 asserts the validity of using αs
i (x̂) in the derivation of valid inequalities

of the form (2–10). In the following discussion, we state that vector x corresponds to a

subset X ⊆ V if xi = 1 when i ∈ X, and xi = 0 otherwise, ∀i ∈ V .

Theorem 1: For any subset X̂ ⊆ V such that a feasible solution exists to SUBs(x̂) for all

s ∈ S, and for any X1 ⊆ V \ X̂, with x̂ and x1 corresponding to X̂ and X1, respectively,

we have that

νs
(
x̂ + x1

) ≥ νs(x̂) +
∑

i∈X1

αs
i (x̂), (2–11)

and therefore an inequality of the form:

zs ≥ νs(x̂) +
∑

i∈V \X̂
αs

i (x̂) · xi (2–12)

is valid to the relaxed master problem.

Proof: By contradiction, assume that there exists some scenario s ∈ S, X̂ ⊆ V , and

X1 ⊆ V \ X̂ where

νs(x̂ + x1) < νs(x̂) +
∑

i∈X1

αi(x̂). (2–13)

Throughout the proof, we will refer to three solutions. We will call one optimal solution

(ŷs, ŵs) to SUBs(x̂) the “previous solution,” with objective value νs(x̂), from which the

residual network will be created. We refer to some optimal solution to SUBs(x̂ + x1) as

the “current solution.” We will then construct a “modified solution,” which only activates

facilities in X̂. Using (2–13) together with the construction of the modified solution,

we will show that the modified solution has an objective value strictly less than νs(x̂).

Because the modified solution only activates facilities in X̂, the fact that its objective
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value is strictly less than νs(x̂) contradicts the optimality of the previous solution and

proves that (2–13) is false.

First, we partition X̂ into sets X2 and X3. In the previous solution, all facilities in

X2 ⊆ X̂ are activated and emanate flows, and no facilities in X3 are activated. Flows from

facilities in X2 can be decomposed into (possibly overlapping) unit-flow paths; we refer to

this set of active flow paths from the previous solution as F P .

It is sufficient to consider the case in which every facility in X1 is activated in

the current solution. (If other nodes in X1 are not activated, the fact that αs
i (x̂) ≤

0, ∀i ∈ V \ X1, ensures that (2–12) remains valid.) In the current solution, we will

have flow coming from each facility in X1; otherwise, facilities emitting no flows would

be deactivated in an optimal solution. We may or may not have flow emanating from

facilities in X2 and X3 (and these facilities may or may not be activated). Define F i as

the set of unit-flow paths emanating from X i for i = 1, 2, 3 in the current solution.

We now provide an algorithm to construct the modified solution from the current

solution. The objective of this algorithm is to augment all flow from, and deactivate

facilities in, X1 while maintaining a feasible solution.

We seek a node v between a path fP ∈ F P and a path f 1 ∈ F 1 such that fP does

not intersect any node contained in any path in F 1 before v, and f 1 does not intersect any

node contained in any path in F P before v. We call v a primary intersection of fP and f 1.

If there exists a primary intersection v ∈ V between two paths fP ∈ F P and f 1 ∈ F 1, then

we modify the current solution by adding a unit of flow along path fP from the origin of

fP to v, and then deleting a unit of flow along path f 1 from v to the origin of f 1. Two

remarks are important to note regarding this modification. One, the solution remains

feasible, since flow currently exists on the arcs in the segment of f 1 leading to node v, and

capacity must be available on the segment of fP leading to node v; the flow balances at

each node are clearly unaffected. Two, the augmenting path starting on f 1 and going to

node v, then moving backward on fP to its starting vertex in X2, must have been present
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Figure 2-2. A situation where no primary intersection exists. A dashed line indicates zero
flow. A solid line indicates one unit of flow.

in the residual graph of the previous solution since capacity existed on the arcs in f 1 and

flow existed on the arcs in fP . After this modification, remove f 1 from F 1 and remove fP

from F P . Stop if F 1 = ∅, and otherwise seek another primary intersection.

Next, suppose that no primary intersection exists (Figure 2-2). In this case, we must

have a set of cycle-inducing paths fP
1 , . . . , fP

K in F P and f 1
1 , . . . , f 1

K in F 1, which can

be identified as follows. Trace the path of any f 1
1 ∈ F 1 until it first intersects a path

fP
1 ∈ F P . Since the point of intersection is not at a primary intersection, path fP

1 must

first be intersecting some other path f 1
2 ∈ F 1 before intersecting f 1

1 ∈ F 1. However, path

f 1
2 must be intersecting another path fP

2 ∈ F P before fP
1 (or else a primary intersection

would exist). Now, fP
2 must intersect some other path in F 1 before f 1

2 . If that path is f 1
1 ,

then we have identified our cycle-inducing paths (fP
1 , fP

2 , f 1
1 , f 1

2 ). Else, fP
2 first intersects

f 1
3 ∈ F 1, but f 1

3 first intersects a path fP
3 ∈ F P . If fP

3 intersects f 1
1 before any other

path in F 1 (as depicted in Figure 2-2), then a cardinality-6 set of cycle-inducing paths

has been identified (fP
1 , fP

2 , fP
3 , f 1

1 , f 1
2 , f 1

3 ), and if it first intersects f 1
2 , then a cardinality-4

set of cycle-inducing paths has been identified (fP
2 , fP

3 , f 1
2 , f 1

3 ). Otherwise, we continue as

before until such a cycle of paths is found. The finiteness of F P , and the lack of a primary

intersection, guarantees that such a set of cycle-inducing paths must eventually be found.
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Figure 2-3. Flow is pushed on arcs in fP
j from the origin of fP

j to vlast
j , and then flow is

reversed (effectively removed) from arcs in f 1
j from vlast

j to the origin of f 1
j for

j = 1, 2, 3. The flow-cycle is identified with the dotted line.

Now, modify flows along these K cycle-inducing paths as follows. First, for each

j = 1, . . . , K, send a unit of flow from fP
j until its first intersection with f 1

j ; remove flow

from the beginning of f 1
j to this point (Figure 2-3). As before, each of the K augmenting

paths starting on the f 1
j path and ending at the fP

j origin is present in the residual graph

of the previous solution. Moreover, these operations continue to satisfy the flow balance

constraints.

However, there is no guarantee that the additional flow on fP -paths satisfy capacity

restrictions on their arcs. There must exist spare capacity on fP
j arcs encountered before

the first point of intersection with flows in F 1, which we call vfirst
j . After this point, fP

j

may intersect other arcs used in F 1 paths before arriving to the point of intersection with

f 1
j , which we call vlast

j . To overcome this problem, observe that our modified graph now

contains at least one unit of flow between vfirst
j and vlast

j , for each j = 1, . . . , K. Also,

after vlast
j , path f 1

j continues to transmit flow to its intersection with fP
j−1 at node vfirst

j−1

(where fP
0 ≡ fP

K and vfirst
0 ≡ vfirst

K ), because this segment of flow was not affected by our

modification. Therefore, flow now exists in a cycle in this network, proceeding from vfirst
j

to vlast
j , then from vlast

j to vfirst
j−1, for j = K, . . . , 1, looping back to vfirst

K . Removing a unit of
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Figure 2-4. Remaining flow after one unit of flow on the cycle has been removed.

flow from this cycle, we ensure that capacity restrictions on the arcs on the cycle from vfirst
j

to vlast
j , for each j = 1, . . . , K, are satisfied, and that the established flow pattern remains

feasible (Figure 2-4). Following the two modifications (flow augmentation and cyclic flow

removal), we remove f 1
j from F 1 and remove fP

j from F P for each j = 1, . . . , K. We then

return to looking for a primary intersection or a set of cycle-inducing paths, and terminate

when F 1 = ∅.
Procedure 2 formalizes these concepts and returns the appropriate modifications

necessary to transform the current solution into the modified solution.

After Procedure 2 has terminated, we have collected a set of augmenting paths Π

and cycles Ψ. For each π ∈ Π, define χ1(π) as the endpoint of π in X1, and χ2(π) as the

endpoint of π in X2. Partition Π into Πi, i ∈ X1, where π ∈ Π is placed in Πi if and only

if χ1(π) = i.

Now, to transform the current solution to the modified solution, process Πi for each

i ∈ X1 in any order according to the following procedure. For each π ∈ Πi, let πcost

denote the aggregate cost of augmenting flow using path π. Activate facility χ2(π) ∈ X2

if there is currently no flow from χ2(π) in the modified solution and add gs
χ2(π) to πcost.

Push flow along π, reversing flow emanating from i. (Let Πi
cost =

∑
π∈Πi πcost and let

Πcost =
∑

i∈X1 Πi
cost.)
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Procedure 2 Construction of the Modified Solution
1: Initialization. Set Π ← ∅. Set Ψ ← ∅.
2: while F 1 6= ∅ do
3: if primary intersection v exists then
4: Identify the flow paths f 1 ∈ F 1 and fP ∈ F P for which v is a primary

intersection.
5: Let π be a unit-flow path made from arcs in fP from the origin of fP to v, and

arcs from f 1 from v to the origin of f 1.
6: Set F P ← F P \ {fP}.
7: Set F 1 ← F 1 \ {f 1}.
8: Set Π ← Π ∪ {π}.
9: else

10: Identify a set of cycle-inducing paths (fP
1 , . . . , fP

K , f 1
1 , . . . , f 1

K)
11: for j = 1, . . . , K do
12: Let π be unit-flow path made from arcs in fP

j from the origin of fP
j to vlast

j , and
arcs in f 1

j from vlast
j to the origin of f 1

j .
13: Set F P ← F P \ {fP

j }.
14: Set F 1 ← F 1 \ {f 1

j }.
15: Set Π ← Π ∪ {π}.
16: end for
17: Let ψ be the flow-cycle created by paths (fP

1 , . . . , fP
K , f 1

1 , . . . , f 1
K).

18: Set Ψ ← Ψ ∪ {ψ}.
19: end if
20: end while
21: return Π and Ψ.

Note that the same path, with cost at least as small as the aggregate cost computed

above, exists in Rs(x̂, ŷs, ŵs). The costs will be equal if both paths either do, or do not,

subtract gs
χ2(π) from the aggregate cost. However, the first such path from i to t using

artificial arc (χ2(π), t) in Rs(x̂, ŷs, ŵs) will always account for the deactivation cost savings

−gs
χ2(π), while this initial subtraction is not necessarily available in our scheme above,

because facility χ2(π) may have been activated in our prior consideration of a different

subset Πj, j ∈ X1.

After processing all flow paths in Π and removing flow from cycles in Ψ (where the

cost of cycle ψ ∈ Ψ is ψcost and Ψcost =
∑

ψ∈Ψ ψcost), we have constructed the modified
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solution, which only activates facilities in X̂. The objective of the modified solution is

νs
mod = νs(x̂ + x1)−

∑

i∈X1

gs
i + Πcost −Ψcost. (2–14)

It is important to note that

αs
i (x̂) ≤ gs

i − Πi
cost, (2–15)

for all i ∈ X1, where αs
i (x̂) is computed via Procedure 1, since (a) both the left-hand and

right-hand terms of (2–15) include gs
i , (b) each path-cost included in the computation of

Πi
cost corresponds to an identical path in Rs(x̂, ŷs, ŵs) of identical or lesser cost (moreover,

positive-cost paths in Rs(x̂, ŷs, ŵs) are essentially supplanted with zero costs in the

computation of αs
i (x̂), due to the “cSP < 0” condition in line 3 of the while-loop in

Procedure 1), and (c) the overall cost of αs
i (x̂) is bounded above by zero.

Noting (2–13) and substituting for νs(x̂ + x1) as in (2–14), we have

νs
mod + Ψcost +

∑

i∈X1

(
gs

i − Πi
cost − αi(x̂)

)
< νs(x̂). (2–16)

However, since Ψcost ≥ 0 and (gs
i − Πi

cost − αi(x̂)) ≥ 0 for each i ∈ X1 due to (2–15),

(2–16) implies that νs
mod < νs(x̂), despite the fact that the modified solution only activates

facilities in X̂. This contradicts the optimality of νs(x̂), showing that assumption (2–13) is

false, and consequently (2–12) is valid. 2

2.7 Computational Testing

In this section, we compare the computational effectiveness of solving the extensive

formulation (1) with the cutting-plane algorithms using either cuts of the form (2–9) (LL

cuts) or (2–10) (RP cuts). We anticipate that problem instances having more scenarios

will usually favor the cutting-plane algorithms. Furthermore, RP cuts will likely exhibit a

significant computational advantage over LL cuts on instances for which αs
i (x̂) > Ls−νs(x̂)

for several i ∈ V , s ∈ S, and thus the RP cuts are tighter than LL cuts. On the other
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hand, when a larger percentage of α-values take on the lower bound given by the LL cut

coefficients, we expect the performance of the two algorithms to be comparable.

Accordingly, we developed six data profiles to compare the performance of these three

approaches. There are ten test instances per profile, for a total of sixty instances. All test

instances had |V | = 40 and |S| = 50. Our profiles are designated A1, A2, B1, B2, C1,

and C2. Instances in profile A1 have large location and activation costs and facilities have

large supplies so that a single facility can almost always account for all demand in each

scenario. Instances from profile B1 have much higher shipping costs than activation costs,

and while, as in profile A1, facilities usually have enough supply to satisfy all demand

in each scenario, multiple facilities typically need be activated due to shipping costs and

connectivity/capacity restrictions. Instances from profile C1 have an equal ratio of total

costs, and facilities that are not capable of satisfying all demand. Profiles A1–C1 have

an arc density of 10%, while profiles A2–C2 have the same characteristics respective to

A1–C1, but have an arc density of 80%.

Table 2-1 gives the set of possible data values for each profile, from which a single

value is chosen with equal probability. Define 0q as a set of q zeros. Note that multiple

copies of identical values increase the probability of selecting that value. For instance, in

profiles B, in each scenario, each node has a 25% chance of receiving a unit of demand,

and a 75% chance of having no demand. Also, if a node is assigned positive demand in

some scenario, then the supply at that node is set to zero in that scenario. Finally, we

generate priorities by first assigning either ps ← 1 or ps ← 2 for each scenario, and then

normalizing the priorities such that
∑

s∈S ps = 1.

All computations were performed on a Dell PowerEdge 2600 computer with two

Pentium 4 3.2Ghz processors and 6G of memory. Linear and integer programming

problems were solved using CPLEX 10.2. We imposed a one-hour (3600 second) time limit

for solving each instance.
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Table 2-1. Possible values for two-stage facility location test problem data

A B C
Location Cost (fi) {100, . . . , 250} {50, 60, 70} {4, 5}
Activation Cost (gs

i ) {100, . . . , 250} {40, 50} {4, 5}
Supply (bs

i ) {100, . . . , 200} {20, 30} {200, . . . , 400}
Demand (ds

i ) 075 ∪ {1, . . . , 10} 03 ∪ {1} 0150 ∪ {100, . . . , 150}
Arc Capacity (us

ij) {25, . . . , 75} {2, . . . , 5} 050 ∪ {150, . . . , 250}
Arc Cost (cs

ij) {1, . . . , 10} {10, 15, 20} {0.01, 0.02, 0.03}

Our preliminary computational work reveals that both cutting-plane algorithms

benefit from including optimality cuts (2–7) derived from the linear programming

relaxations of the subproblems. Specifically, we implement the cutting-plane algorithms as

follows. After each solution of the RMP, we first solve the linear programming relaxation

for each subproblem. If the relaxation is infeasible, we add a feasibility cut (2–6) to the

RMP. If the relaxation is feasible and ẑs < νs(x̂), we add an optimality cut (2–7) to the

RMP. Then we solve the MIP subproblem and if ẑs < νs(x̂), we add an RP cut (or an

LL cut) to the RMP. Thus we add O(|S|) inequalities to the RMP at each iteration and

stop when no further inequalities need to be added. Warming constraints of the form (2–3)

were ineffective for this class of problems and thus were not included.

Table 2-2 gives a summary of the computational effort required to solve instances

using the RP cutting-plane algorithm (RP), LL cutting-plane algorithm (LL), and

direct solution of the extensive form problem (EXT). We report the number of instances

solved within the 3600-second time limit, the average computational time consumed

by the algorithms, the average number of iterations required (for the two cutting-plane

approaches), and the average optimality gap remaining after the 3600-second time limit.

As expected, EXT is clearly inferior to the proposed cutting-plane techniques for the given

test instances.

Instances generated according to profiles A1 and A2 have large location/activation

costs and facilities capable of almost always satisfying all demand. Since only one facility

is typically activated, Procedure 1 will execute few iterations of its main while-loop.
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Table 2-2. Summary of cutting-plane algorithms and extensive formulation performances
for two-stage facility location problem instances.

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2
Instances solved RP 10 10 7 10 4 2

LL 10 10 7 10 4 2
EXT 1 1 0 0 0 0

Average CPU seconds RP 185 203 1698? 183 2575? 3023?

LL 431 603 1907? 141 2633? 3243?

EXT 3392? 3485? 3594? 3593? 3593? 3594?

Average iterations RP 17.3 14.6 35.3† 14.2 42.8† 26.7†

LL 36.4 32 37.2† 14.4 43.8† 26.8†

Average final gap (%) RP 0 0 0.72 0 1.93 1.18
LL 0 0 1.20 0 2.01 1.15
EXT 21.2 6.4 20.9 23.5 2.23 8.75

? Averages includes 3600 seconds for each unsolved instance.
† Averages include iteration counts truncated after 3600 seconds

Each pass through the while-loop results in a realistic augmentation of the flow from

active facilities and in a modest decrease in the α-value. Profiles A1 and A2 produced the

highest percentage of α-values that were not bounded from below by (Ls − νs(x̂)): 15.9%

for A1 and 15.8% for A2. The stronger RP cutting planes lead to fewer solutions of the

RMP and a reduction in total CPU time.

Instances generated according to profiles B1 and B2 have fairly large arc costs, and

therefore total shipping costs are significantly larger than total activation costs. However,

the supplies at facilities were large enough to satisfy most of the demand, and on average

less than 1.5 facilities were activated in all scenarios over the B1 and B2 test instances. On

average, for instances in B1, 8.4% of α-values were not bounded, and 4.6% for instances in

B2. RP cuts had a slight advantage in the B1 instances, leading to a lower final average

optimality gap as well as a reduction in average CPU time. In B2, with the higher arc

density, Procedure 1 was able to find larger potential reductions, leading to more α-values

being bounded, and weakening of the cuts. While Procedure 1 terminates in a polynomial

number of steps, the coefficients for the LL cuts are generated instantly, and when the
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strength of the cuts becomes nearly identical, the time taken to develop RP cuts becomes

noticeable.

Problem instances from profile C1 and C2 proved to be the most challenging for both

cutting plane algorithms. These instances have an even ratio of total location/activation

to total shipping costs, but have large demand and supply figures. As a result, Procedure

1 performs more iterations of the while-loop, thus decreasing the α-values substantially.

This prompted the highest rate of α-values being bounded from below by (Ls− νs(x̂)). For

instances from C1 that terminated under the time limit, on average only 5.6% of α-values

were not bounded from below. For C2, on average 0.6% of α-values were not bounded

from below. The RP cuts still provide a slight advantage over the LL cuts for the C1 case,

and have no discernable benefit in solving the C2 instances.
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CHAPTER 3
DECONTAMINATING A GRAPH WITH MOBILE AGENTS

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we discuss several versions of a graph decontamination problem.

We consider an undirected, connected graph G = (V,E) with node set V and edge

set E, where no parallel edges exists between nodes. Each node belongs to one of two

possible states: contaminated or clean. A contamination can originate from a subset of

nodes and can spread to adjacent nodes not occupied by an agent. We consider varieties

of three problems: (1) given initially contaminated nodes and agent positions, find a

minimum-time movement strategy by which agents visit and “clean” contaminated

nodes, (2) determine the minimum number of agents along with their initial positions

required to clean any possible initial contamination within some time limit, and (3) given

probability estimates for each possible initial contamination, determine the most effective

initial positions for a fixed number of agents to minimize expected cleaning time. For

each of these problems, we consider different agent capabilities including the ability of

agents to clone themselves and block edges as they move. We study the complexity of

these problems and provide mathematical programming formulations. We also provide

sophisticated solution methods including a heuristic to find the fastest cleaning strategy

and decomposition methods to find the minimum number of agents and the best initial

positions for agents.

While this problem can be used in the context of combatting the spread of infectious

disease, it is also applicable in several other contexts. For instance, consider the search for

a targeted person (e.g., a fugitive or kidnapped person). The contamination originates at

the point where the target is is detected. (In out model, we assume that initial detection

is automatic, and focus on decontamination strategies.) The spread of contamination

represents the candidate nodes to which the target could move as the search evolves. In

this sense, it does not matter whether the target is hiding [2, 13, 24] or attempting to
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rendezvous with the agents [1, 3, 4, 29]. We assume only that there is no communication

that helps the agents in seeking the target, and examine search strategies that would

guarantee the target’s capture as quickly as possible. Another contemporary application

arises in deploying mobile software agents, which are used to detect an intruder or

anomaly [22, 23], or remove harmful software from compromised computers on a computer

network [17–20].

Parson [32, 33] and Breisch [10] introduced the original graph decontamination

problem. In their papers, the graph represents a system of tunnels, and agents search the

graph by a sequence of movements (including teleporting). Finding the minimum number

of agents to search the graph was shown to be NP-Complete for general graphs [8, 25, 31],

and linearly computable for trees [31]. Classic results have also established relationships

between the minimum number of searchers required for these search problems and graph

theoretic metrics such as vertex separation [16], treewidth [36], and pathwidth [15]. For

cases in which agents cannot teleport, as assumed in this paper, Barrière et al. [5, 6]

introduced a “connected node search” model, which constrains the movements of agents to

edges on the graph.

In our models, the agents and contamination move and spread at the same unit speed,

and all contamination and cleaning is performed instantly. Most previous literature allows

the contamination (or target) to spread arbitrarily fast along any open path. However, in

the applications listed above, it is a sensible assumption that agents, fugitives, etc., move

along the network edges at the same speed.

In our model, we seek to decontaminate only the nodes of a graph, and not its edges.

Similar problems are considered by Flocchini et al. [17–20], where the agents are not

allowed to teleport. Specific topologies considered include hypercubes [17], chordal rings

and tori [18], hexagonal meshes [20], and arbitrary regular networks [19]. In each of these

papers, the advantages of different agent capabilities are evaluated. These capabilities

include visibility, ability to clone themselves, communication with other agents, and
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synchronous or asynchronous movements. Simple agent protocols are presented that allow

agents various degrees of autonomy. By contrast, our model contains perfect information,

i.e., the agents can infer which nodes are contaminated due to knowledge of the graph

topology. Therefore, we view the situation omnisciently and seek a time-optimal,

coordinated cleaning strategy. We also do not restrict agent cleaning strategies to be

monotone. A cleaning strategy is monotone if after a node is decontaminated, the agents

move in such a way that the node never becomes recontaminated.

The notable assumptions of our model and differences between previous work are:

1. Edges are neutral, and we only seek to decontaminate nodes.

2. We consider synchronous movements, where agents and the contamination move
and spread at the same speed. Every edge takes one time step to traverse. All
contamination/cleaning is performed instantly. It is worth noting that in most
previous literature, the contamination (or intruder) can spread arbitrarily fast along
any open path. In our model, when the contamination and agents represent software,
it is a sensible assumption that any type of software (good or bad) moves about the
network at the same speed based on the capabilities of the network. For physical
search problems, such as apprehending a fugitive, the equivalent-speed assumption is
also reasonable.

3. Our model contains perfect information, i.e., the agents can infer which nodes are
contaminated due to knowledge of the graph topology.

4. We do not restrict agent cleaning strategies to be monotone. A cleaning strategy is
monotone if after a node is decontaminated, the agents move in such a way that the
node never becomes recontaminated. We seek any movement strategy that cleans all
nodes as fast as possible.

5. We seek a fastest possible cleaning strategy for the agents, without constraining
them to follow simple protocols.

6. We do not consider a specific network topology. The formulations and solutions
methods we propose are applicable to any finite graph.

We present more sophisticated solution techniques for these problems. To find a

movement strategy for agents to decontaminate the graph as fast as possible, we present

a greedy random construction heuristic that uses the relaxations of the mathematical

programming formulations. For the agent deployment problems, we present a two-stage
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decomposition approach. We first solve a relaxation of the problem and, in the majority of

cases, show that the relaxation solution is feasible and optimal. Otherwise, we implement

a cutting-plane algorithm based on Benders decomposition [7] and supplemented with

integer cutting planes. For the cutting-plane algorithm, we first estimate the number

of agents and their positions, and in the second stage, we verify that every possible

contamination can be cleaned within the imposed time limit.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we discuss the

specific dynamics of how the contamination spreads and agents move about the graph.

In Sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, we perform complexity analysis and give mathematical

programming formulations for the graph decontamination problem, the problem of

deploying the minimum number of agents required to clean the graph, and the problem of

deploying agents to minimize expected cleaning time, respectively. In Section 3.6, we test

the mathematical programming formulations developed. In Section 3.7, we give a greedy,

random construction heuristic to find the fastest movement strategy for agents to follow

when cleaning a graph and present computational testing on the heuristic. In Sections

3.8–3.10 and 3.11–3.13, we develop and test decomposition solution methods for finding

the minimum number of agents to clean the graph and the deployment strategy for agents

that minimizes expected cleaning time, respectively.

3.2 Basic Description

We model the problem on a graph G = (V, E), with node set V and edge set E. First,

add self-loops for each node i ∈ V , i.e., (i, i) ∈ E. Define N [i] as the closed neighborhood

of node i ∈ V , i.e., N [i] = {j ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ E}, and N(i) as the open neighborhood of node

i ∈ V , i.e., N(i) = N [i] \ {i}.
There exist K ≤ |V | agents that clean the spreading contamination. A node occupied

by an agent is cleaned, but in some cases can be recontaminated at a future time. Agents

are identical in their capabilities and multiple agents can simultaneously occupy a node.
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Agents and the contamination spread along edges at the same unit speed, which allows us

to discretize the cleaning process into unit time steps.

We assume that the contamination starts on some subset of nodes L ⊆ V . If an agent

is initially positioned on a node ` ∈ L, then that node is not initially contaminated. If

agents are positioned on every node in L, then cleaning time is zero.

In the following discussion, we consider two variations regarding the spread

of contamination: with blocking and with passing. Passing permits the spreading

contamination to traverse an edge in the opposite direction of an agent on an edge without

being cleaned. Consider an edge (i, j), in which node node j is contaminated. Then node

i becomes contaminated at the next time step if no agent is present at node i at the next

time step. The version of these problems with blocking assumes that the contamination

will not pass through an agent moving along an edge. Hence, in the above example, the

contamination at j will spread to node i unless an agent moves to node i in the next time

step, or if an agent traverses edge (i, j) immediately before the next time step.

We also examine two variations of the problem where agents can “clone” themselves.

In one variation, the agent leaves a stationary clone at each node visited, thus preventing

recontamination of the visited node. This version also captures the case in which no

cloning actually takes place, but an agent both cleans and fortifies any node it visits. In

the cloning version, agents send copies of themselves to all adjacent nodes at each time

step, and effectively spread about the graph in the same way a contamination spreads

about the graph. (Note that the notion of blocking or passing is irrelevant for cloned-agent

problems, because node recontamination is not possible.)

3.3 The Node Cleaning Problem

The node cleaning problem seeks to find a movement strategy for agents to clean the

graph in the fewest number of time steps, where agents and the contamination behave as

described in Section 3.2. We know the initial positions of the agents, and we also know the

set of nodes from which the contamination originates. The version that allows for agents
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to clone themselves is CLEANc, but does not actually involve optimization since agents

simply clone themselves and move to adjacent nodes at each step. The version that allows

agents to leave stationary clones of themselves is CLEANs. The CLEANb problem allows

agents to block edges they traverse, while the CLEANp variant allows contaminations

to pass agents. We start this section by discussing the complexity of these problems and

formulate MIPs for their solution.

Complexity analysis: The decision problem of CLEANc, CLEANs, CLEANb, or

CLEANp seeks a movement strategy that, given a contamination starting on some nodes

L ⊆ V and known initial agent positions, all nodes are clean in tmax time steps or fewer.

We leave open the question of whether these problems belong to NP. Verifying

whether a given instance is feasible appears to require a step-by-step analysis of agent

movement and contamination spread, which is (no more than) O(K|E|tmax) in complexity.

However, while K is O(|V |) and |E| is O(|V |2), tmax is not known to be bounded by a

polynomial function of |V |. If it could be shown that tmax is O(p(|V |)), where p(|V |)
is a polynomial function of |V |, then we could conclude that the CLEANs, CLEANb,

and CLEANp problems are strongly NP-Complete, as in all of the following proofs our

transformations are all from strongly NP-Complete problems, and we create no numerical

data in our transformations.

Theorem 2: The CLEANs problem is NP-Hard.

Proof: The Hamiltonian Path (HP) problem is a well-known NP-Complete problem [21].

The decision version of the Hamiltonian Path (HP) problem seeks a path starting on some

node s that visits all other nodes exactly once. We transform any instance of the HP

problem to a CLEANs instance by copying the HP graph, positioning one agent on node

s. Let the entire graph be contaminated, and set the time limit tmax = |V | − 1. Since

the agent must visit every node, we can clean the graph in |V | − 1 steps if and only if the

HP instance is feasible. The decision version of CLEANs is at least as difficult as HP, and

therefore CLEANs is NP-Hard. 2
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Figure 3-1. Diamond structure.

Theorem 3: The CLEANb problem is NP-Hard.

Proof: Consider the exact cover by 3-sets (X3C) problem, which is another well-known

NP-Complete problem [21]. An X3C instance contains a set of elements X = {1, . . . , 3q},
and a set of clauses C = {c1, . . . , cr}, where q < r. Each clause ci is a set of three distinct

elements from X . X3C seeks a set of clauses C∗ ⊂ C such that |C∗| = q, and the union of

all clauses in C∗ is exactly X . For example, the following X3C instance with q = 2, r = 3,

X = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, c1 = {1, 2, 4}, c2 = {3, 5, 6}, and c3 = {4, 5, 6}, is clearly feasible as

c1

⋃
c2 = X .

We will first describe a polynomial transformation from any X3C instance to a

CLEANb instance. Each one of the r clauses in C will be associated with a “diamond

structure” as shown in Figure 3-1. We will have a single node for each element in X . For

each i = 1, . . . , r, we connect the head node of the ith diamond structure to the three

element nodes associated with the elements in ci. We create two extra nodes s1 and s2.

Node s1 is connected to s2, and s2 is connected to the tail node of each diamond structure.

See Figure 3-2 for an illustration of this transformation for the example X3C instance

described in the previous paragraph.

We then set the initial conditions for our transformed CLEANb instance. We position

3(r − q) “reserve agents” on node s1, and 3q “forward agents” on node s2. (Agents are all

identical. We only use the terms “forward” and “reserve” to help describe the movement
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Figure 3-2. A CLEANb instance transformed from the the example X3C instance.

strategy.) Let L = V , i.e., the entire graph is initially contaminated. We claim that the

graph can be cleaned in tmax = 4 time steps if and only if the X3C instance is feasible.

A diamond structure (Figure 3-1) can be cleaned by three agents using Strategy 1,

described as follows. Place all three agents on the tail node. In one step, send all three

agents to occupy all middle nodes, and in the next step, send all agents to occupy the

head node, at which point all nodes are clean. In the following two claims, we refer to the

four-clique composed of all middle nodes and the head node as the head four-clique.

Claim 1: The head four-clique cannot be cleaned by fewer than three agents.

Suppose that only one node ` in this clique is contaminated. Since the degree of node

` is at least three, if there are fewer than three agents in the clique, there is an adjacent

node k to which the contamination will spread in the next time step. Letting k take the

role of ` in the previous step, we have that at least one node in the diamond structure will

always be contaminated at each time step unless three or more agents clean the clique. 2
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Claim 2: If the diamond structure is contaminated, and agents can enter the tail node

at time t, the head four-clique diamond structure can be clean by time t + 2 if and only

if either: (1) one agent enters the tail node at time t followed by at least three agents at

time t + 1, or (2) two agents enter the tail node at time t followed by at least two agents

at time t + 1, or (3) at least three agents enter the tail node at time t. (Note that the first

two cases require at least four total agents.)

Case (1) is satisfied by sending one agent to the head node of the diamond structure

so that it arrives at time t+2, with the trailing agents arriving on all middle nodes at time

t + 1. Since we have three or more trailing agents arriving on the middle nodes, they block

the edges on which they travel and prevent recontamination of the tail node. Case (2) can

be satisfied by delaying one of the agents at the tail node between times t and t + 1, and

repeating the above strategy for Case (1). Strategy 1 shows that Case (3) is satisfied.

To show the converse of the claim, first note that if we do not have any agents arrive

on the tail node at time t, then no agents can reach the head node by time t + 2. If we

have only one agent arrive on the tail node at time t, it must pass over one middle node at

time t + 1 before arriving at the head node at time t + 2. At time t + 1, the other middle

nodes remain contaminated. If fewer than three agents enter the tail node at time t + 1,

one middle node will become recontaminated (or remain contaminated) at time t + 2.

Next, if we have two agents arrive on the tail node at time t, followed by one reserve agent

at time t + 1, then by the same argument, at least one middle node is contaminated at

time t + 2. 2

Now we show that if there exists a cover set C∗ that solves the X3C instance, then

the graph can be cleaned in tmax = 4 steps according to the following Strategy 2.

In the first step, all reserve agents move from node s1 to s2, and all forward agents

move in groups of three to the tail nodes of diamond structures corresponding to clauses

in C∗. In the next step, reserve agents will move in groups of three to the tail nodes of

remaining diamond structures. Agents clean the diamond structures according to Strategy
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1. Forward agents thus arrive at the head of the diamond structures corresponding to

clauses C∗ at step three (one step to reach tail nodes of diamond structures and two

steps to clean diamond structures), while reserve agents arrive on the head nodes of their

diamond structures (corresponding to C\C∗) at step four. After step three, forward agents

are positioned at the head nodes of diamond structures corresponding clauses in C∗, and

therefore are adjacent to all element nodes. Forward agents will then clean all element

nodes in step four. At step four, because the reserve agents arrive at the head nodes of

all remaining diamond structures, they quarantine the remaining diamond structures as

forward agents move to clean the element nodes. Thus, no part of the graph becomes

recontaminated and the graph is clean in four steps.

Next, we show that if no solution exists to the X3C instance, then we cannot clean

the graph in five or fewer time steps.

Claim 1 states we need at least three agents to clean every head four-clique. Claim 2

states that if fewer than three agents enter the diamond structure at the same time, the

head four-clique cannot be clean in two steps unless a total of four or more agents visit

the head four-clique. Note that no agent can visit two different head four-cliques in four

steps. Therefore, every head four-clique is visited by exactly three agents who gather at

the diamond’s tail node at the same time. In order for the forward agents to reach the

element nodes by time four, they cannot wait for a time step to be paired with a reserve

agent. Therefore, the forward agents must move in groups of three to q different diamond

structures. However, since no X3C exists, no set of q diamond structures will allow these

forward agents to reach all 3q element nodes. 2

Theorem 4: The CLEANp problem is NP-Hard.

Proof: The decision problem of CLEANp is identical to CLEANb, but allows a

contamination to pass agents traveling on an edges. Our transformation is again from

X3C and is similar to that presented in the proof of Theorem 3.
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Figure 3-3. A hexagonal structure with a six-clique for the middle nodes.

The transformed CLEANp graph is described as follows. For each clause, we create

a hexagonal structure as depicted in Figure 3-3. Create a total of 3q element nodes. For

each clause ci, connect the head node of the hexagonal structure corresponding to ci to

the three element nodes associated with the elements in clause ci. Create nodes s1, s2,

and s3. Connect node s1 to s2, s2 to s3, and connect s3 to the tail node of each hexagonal

structure (Figure 3-4).

The initial conditions for the CLEANp instance are described as follows. We have a

total of 3(r − q) reserve agents on nodes 1 and 2. We have 3q forward agents on nodes

2 and 3. Thus, we have 3(r − q), 3r, and 3q agents positioned on nodes 1, 2, and 3,

respectively, for a total of 6r agents. The entire graph is initially contaminated.

Claim 3: A contaminated six-clique (such as the middle nodes of a hexagonal structure)

requires at least six agents to clean. To see that Claim 3 holds, note that if there are fewer

than six agents, and if there is at least one contaminated node in the six-clique, then one

node must remain contaminated at each step. 2

A hexagonal structure that is contaminated at time t − 1 can be cleaned by time

t + 3 with only six agents using the following Strategy 3. At time t, have three agents

enter the tail node. At time t + 1, move those three agents to middle nodes connected to

the tail node and also have three additional agents enter the tail node. This second group

of agents will follow the same sequence of moves in one step delay, thus preventing the
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Figure 3-4. A CLEANp instance transformed from the the example X3C instance
described in the proof of Theorem 3.

contamination from passing back to any cleaned nodes. At time t + 2, move the first group

of agents to the three middle nodes connected to the head node. At time t + 3, the first

group of agents arrive on the head node, and the hexagonal structure is clean.

Claim 4: Consider the situation where a hexagonal structure is totally contaminated

and agents can enter the tail node at time t. Let at the number of agents that enter the

tail node at time t. Then at ≥ 1, and if at = 1 or at = 2, then at least seven agents are

required to clean the hexagonal structure by time t + 3. If at ≥ 3, then at least six agents

are required to clean the hexagonal structure by time t + 3.

First, we have that at ≥ 1 since the shortest path length from the tail to the head

node is three (and hence, the structure cannot be clean before time t + 3). If at = 1, then

we must have at+1 ≥ 3 so that three agents can arrive on the middle nodes connected to

the head node at time t + 3. Else, the contamination would remain on one of the middle

nodes connected to the head node without an agent (by the same logic given in Claim 2).
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Also, if at+1 < 6, then at+2 ≥ 6 − at+1, or else one of the middle nodes adjacent to the

tail node will become contaminated by one of the middle nodes adjacent to the head node.

Since at = 1 and at+1 + at+2 ≥ 6, the number of agents required to clean the hexagonal

structure is at least seven.

If at = 2, then we must have at+1 ≥ 2 so that two agents can arrive on the remaining

contaminated middle nodes connected to the head node at time t + 3. Again, the three

middle nodes connected to the tail node will still be contaminated, and so we must have

at+2 ≥ 3. Thus at + at+1 + at+2 ≥ 7. If at ≥ 3, then with at+1 = 6− at, we can delay at − 3

agents at the tail node at time t and employ Strategy 3. 2

Now we show that if there exists a cover set C∗ that solves the X3C instance, then

the graph can be cleaned in tmax = 5 steps according to the following Strategy 4.

Distribute forward agents in groups of six (with three lead agents and three backup

agents) to hexagonal structures associated with clauses in C∗, and distribute reserve

agents in groups of six (again with three lead agents and three backup agents) to the

remaining hexagonal structures. Use Strategy 3 to clean all hexagonal structures. Those

hexagonal structures associated with clauses in C∗ will be clean and will have three agents

on their head nodes at time four. At time five, clean all element nodes with agents at head

nodes corresponding to C∗. Let the second group of forward agents arrive on the head

nodes at time five, thus preventing recontamination in the hexagonal structures. At time

five, the reserve agents will arrive at the head nodes of the remaining hexagonal structures

(corresponding to C \ C∗), preventing the contamination from spreading to remaining

hexagonal structures and completing the graph cleaning in five steps.

Next, suppose that no solution exists to the X3C instance. Claims 3 and 4 demonstrate

that we must clean each hexagonal structure using exactly six agents in order to have the

graph clean the graph in five steps. Again, note that no agent can reach the middle nodes

of more than one hexagonal structure in five steps, thus, we have that all feasible cleaning
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strategies follow Strategy 4. However, since no X3C solution exists, then it is impossible to

execute Strategy 4, meaning that no CLEANp solution exists. 2

Mathematical programming formulations: For the sake of completeness we

formulate CLEANc as a linear program. While solving the LP is not necessary because

agents simply spread to all adjacent nodes at each time step with no optimization taking

place, this formulation will later be used to measure cleaning time.

Define binary contamination variables vt
i , which take on a value of 1 if node i is

contaminated at time t and 0 otherwise, for all i ∈ V , t = 0, . . . , tmax, where tmax is the

given time limit. Let binary variables ut
i equal 1 if a cloned agent has appeared on node i

at time t or before, and 0 otherwise, for i ∈ V , t = 0, . . . , tmax. Finally, the binary variable

yt equals 0 if all nodes are clean at time t, and equals 1 otherwise, for t = 0, . . . , tmax.

Given that agents are positioned on nodes according to x, where xi is the integral number

of agents located on node i ∈ V , and a contamination begins on nodes L ⊆ V , the cleaning

time Qc
L(x) is

Qc
L(x) = min

tmax∑
t=0

yt (3–1a)

s.t. v0
` ≥ 1− x` ∀` ∈ L (3–1b)

u0
i = xi ∀i ∈ V (3–1c)

ut
i ≤

∑

h∈N [i]

ut−1
h ∀i ∈ V, t = 1, . . . , tmax (3–1d)

vt
i ≥ vt−1

j − ut
i ∀i ∈ V, j ∈ N [i], t = 1, . . . , tmax (3–1e)

yt ≥ vt
i ∀i ∈ V, t = 0, . . . , tmax (3–1f)

vt
i ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ V, t = 0, . . . , tmax (3–1g)

1 ≥ ut
i ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ V, t = 0, . . . , tmax. (3–1h)

The objective function (3–1a) seeks to minimize the number of time steps until the graph

is decontaminated. Note that 0 ≤ Qc
L(x) ≤ tmax + 1. If no feasible solution can be
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found with Qc
L(x) ≤ tmax, then we know that the minimum cleaning time exceeds tmax,

and the graph cannot be cleaned within the stated time limit. Constraints (3–1b) and

(3–1c) are the initial conditions for the recourse problem that state which nodes are

first contaminated and where the agents are positioned, respectively. Constraint (3–1d)

states that an agent cannot appear on node i at time t unless there was an agent on

some adjacent node h at time t − 1. It is worth noting that the agent cloning constraint

(3–1d) alone does not force a cloned agent to appear on adjacent nodes, but an optimal

solution will exist in which agents clone and spread to all adjacent nodes at each time

step. Constraint (3–1e) models the spread of contamination. It states that if node j is

contaminated at time t − 1, then the contamination will spread to adjacent node i at

time t, unless an agent has appeared on node i at or before time t. Constraint (3–1f)

states that if any nodes are contaminated at time t, then yt = 1. Constraint (3–1g) states

that v-variables are nonnegative. Nonnegativity of the y-variables is implied by (3–1f).

Constraint (3–1h) states that u-variables are nonnegative and no more than 1.

We now show that there exists an optimal solution in which all u-, v-, and y-variables

take on binary values. First, note that optimality will force y-variables to be as small as

possible for each t = 0, . . . , tmax. Since the lower bounds on the y-variables are stated

by (3–1f), optimality forces v-variables to be as small as possible. The initial conditions

state that v0
` ≥ 1 unless agents are positioned on node ` (for all ` ∈ L). The spreading

constraints (3–1e) will propagate binary values for vt-variables since vt−1-variables will be

binary. By the same token, optimality pushes u-variables to their largest possible values

(to minimize v-values), and will reach their limit of max{∑h∈N [i] u
t
i, 1} for i ∈ V and

t = 0, . . . , tmax. Since optimality forces yt = maxi∈V {vt
i}, then y-variables must also be

binary-valued.

For the CLEANs formulation, we introduce additional agent-flow variables wt
ij, which

give the integral number of agents that move from node i to j at time t, ∀(i, j) ∈ E,

t = 0, . . . , tmax − 1. In this formulation, ut
i is equal to the total number of stationary clones
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left on node i at by time t, counting self-loops for all i ∈ V , t = 0, . . . , tmax. (For instance,

an agent that visits node i and stays for one time period is said to have visited node i

twice, and left two stationary clones on node i.)

Qs
L(x) = min

tmax∑
t=0

yt (3–2a)

s.t. (3–1b), (3–1c), (3–1e)− (3–1g)

∑

j∈N(i)

w0
ij = xi ∀i ∈ V (3–2b)

∑

j∈N(i)

wt
ij =

∑

h∈N [i]

wt−1
hi ∀i ∈ V, t = 1, . . . , tmax − 1 (3–2c)

∑

h∈N [i]

wt
hi + ut

i = ut+1
i ∀i ∈ V, t = 0, . . . , tmax − 1 (3–2d)

wt
ij ≥ 0 and integral ∀i ∈ V, j ∈ N [i], t = 0, . . . , tmax − 1. (3–2e)

Constraint (3–2b) sets the initial positions of mobile agents. Constraint (3–2c) acts

as a flow balance constraint for the movement of mobile agents. Note that constraints

(3–2b) and (3–2c) prevent mobile agents from traversing self-loops, since there will always

exist an optimal strategy for the stationary cloning variant in which no agents traverse

self-loops. Constraint (3–2d) increases the value of ut
i-variables by the number of agents

visiting node i ∈ V at time t = 1, . . . , tmax. Constraints (3–1c) and (3–2d) enforce the

condition that the u-variables are nonnegative integers. Integrality of the u-, v- and

y-variables is guaranteed by the argument given for model (3–1).
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The MIP formulation for the CLEANb problem does not use u-variables, as agents do

not have any type of cloning capability. The MIP is given by

Qb
L(x) = min

tmax∑
t=0

yt (3–3a)

s.t. (3–1b), (3–1f), (3–1g), (3–2e)

∑

j∈N [i]

w0
ij = xi ∀i ∈ V (3–3b)

∑

j∈N [i]

wt
ij =

∑

h∈N [i]

wt−1
hi ∀i ∈ V, t = 1, . . . , tmax − 1 (3–3c)

vt
i ≥ vt−1

i −
∑

h∈N [i]

wt−1
hi ∀i ∈ V, t = 1, . . . , tmax (3–3d)

vt
i ≥ vt−1

j −
∑

h∈N [i]

wt−1
hi − wt−1

ij ∀i ∈ V, j ∈ N(i), t = 1, . . . , tmax. (3–3e)

Constraint (3–3b) sets the initial positions of mobile agents and constraint (3–3c) acts

as a flow balance constraint for the movement of mobile agents and in this case, allows

for agents to traverse self-loops. Constraints (3–3d) and (3–3e) model the spread of

contamination. Constraint (3–3d) states that if node i is contaminated at time t − 1, then

it will remain contaminated at time t unless one or more agents arrive on node i at time

t. Constraint (3–3e) states that if node j ∈ N(i) is contaminated at time t − 1, then the

contamination will spread to node i at time t unless one or more agents arrive at node i at

time t, or an agent blocks the spreading of the contamination by traversing edge (i, j) at

time t− 1.

The formulation of the CLEANp problem is nearly identical to (3–3)

Qp
L(x) = min

tmax∑
t=0

yt (3–4a)

s.t. (3–1b), (3–1f), (3–1g), (3–3b), (3–3c), (3–2e)

vt
i ≥ vt−1

j −
∑

h∈N [i]

wt−1
hi ∀i ∈ V, j ∈ N [i], t = 1, . . . , tmax.

(3–4b)
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The only difference is that constraints (3–3b) and (3–3c), which model the spread of

contamination, are replaced with single constraint (3–4b). Constraint (3–4b) states that

a contamination will spread from node j at time t − 1 to adjacent node i (including

self-loops) at time t unless agents arrive on node i.

Given the same initial agent positions x and contamination starting on nodes in L, we

have that Qc
L(x) ≤ Qs

L(x) ≤ Qb
L(x) ≤ Qp

L(x), due to the relative effectiveness of the various

types of agents.

3.4 The Minimum Number of Agents Required to Clean a Graph

The MINAGENT problem determines the minimum number of agents and their

positions on the graph necessary to clean any contamination starting on some subset of

nodes L ⊆ V within a given time limit tmax. The set of all subsets of nodes that may

become contaminated is Λ; Λ does not necessarily contain all subsets of nodes. In the

following section, we will refer to a special set of subsets {{i} : i ∈ V }, which is a set of

singleton sets, one for each node in V .

Complexity analysis: Similar to that of the CLEAN problems discussed in the

previous section, we let MINAGENTc, MINAGENTs, MINAGENTb, and MINAGENTp

denote the versions of the MINAGENT problems with cloning, stationary cloning,

blocking and passing, respectively. The decision versions of these problems all seek to

position K agents on a graph so that any potential contamination in Λ can be cleaned

in tmax or fewer time steps, considering the respective assumptions on the capabilities of

agents. Again, we leave open the question of whether these problems belong to NP, and

demonstrate that all four MINAGENT problems are NP-Hard in the strong sense.

Theorem 5: The MINAGENTc problem is NP-Hard.

Proof: The dominating set (DS) problem for a graph G = (V,E), where we select a set of

nodes D such that N [i]
⋂

D 6= ∅, ∀i ∈ V , is NP-Complete [21]. The DS decision problem

seeks a dominating set D such that |D| ≤ K.
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Our transformation employs the DS graph G without modification, and set Λ = {V }
(i.e., all nodes will become contaminated). We can position K agents on the graph G and

clean any contamination in Λ in tmax = 1 time step or less if and only if we can find a

dominating set of cardinality K.

If there exists a dominating set D of cardinality K for some DS instance, then we

can solve the corresponding MINAGENTc problem by positioning K agents on the nodes

in D: agents send clones of themselves to all adjacent nodes, and in one time step, there

is an agent on every node. Now, assume that the MINAGENTc instance is feasible. All

nodes either host an agent, or are adjacent to a node having an agent, or else at least

one node will remain contaminated in one step. The positions of agents thus form a

dominating set. 2

Theorem 6: The MINAGENTs problem is NP-Hard.

Proof: Consider the NP-Complete vertex cover (VC) problem [21] for a graph G = (V, E),

where we select a cover set S ⊂ V such that for every edge (i, j) ∈ E, either node i or j is

in S. The VC decision problem seeks a cover S such that |S| ≤ q.

We transform G to MINAGENTs graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) with the following modifications.

First set V ′ = V and E ′ = ∅. For every node i ∈ V , add two extra nodes i1 and i2 to V ′,

and connect node i to i1 and i2, by adding edges (i, i1) and (i1, i2) to E ′. Next, for each

original edge (i, j) ∈ E, create a new node vij. Add node vij to V ′ and add new edges

(i, vij), (j, vij) to E ′. For convenience, we refer to nodes in V as “original nodes,” all nodes

i1 connected to i ∈ V ′ as “1-chain nodes,” all nodes i2 connected to i1 ∈ V ′ as “2-chain

nodes,” and all new nodes vij ∈ V ′ added for each original edge (i, j) ∈ E as “split nodes.”

See Figure 3-5 for an example transformation.

Let Λ = {{i} : i ∈ V ′}. We show that we can position K = |V | + q agents on the

graph G′ and clean any contamination in one step or less if and only if the VC instance is

feasible.
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Figure 3-5. A vertex cover instance (left) transformed to a MINAGENTs graph (right).

Any feasible MINAGENTs solution must position an agent on node i1 or i2, for every

original node i ∈ V ′; otherwise, we would not be able to clean a contamination starting

from some 2-chain node i2 in one step. If a feasible solution exists, one solution places

exactly one agent on node i1 and no agents on i2: there is no benefit in positioning an

agent on both i1 and i2, and placing an agent on i1 would be no less effective then placing

it on node i2.

The remaining q agents are on original nodes or split nodes. If some contamination

starts on original node i, on which no agent is initially positioned, then an agent on

1-chain node i1 can shift up and clean node i in one step. However, the contamination will

try to spread to adjacent split nodes vij, for all j adjacent to i in G. Therefore, for each

edge (i, j) incident to i in G, we must have positioned an agent on split node vij and/or

original node j. If we have an agent positioned on node j, the agent can shift to split node

vij and intercept the spreading contamination in one step. And clearly the contamination

will not spread to node vij if there is an agent on vij. The positions of q agents on original

and split nodes can now be used to form a cover set for the VC instance. For each original

node j ∈ V ′ with an agent on it, add j to S. For each split node vij ∈ V ′ with an agent on

it, add either i or j to S. Thus, for every original edge (i, j) ∈ E, either i or j belongs to

S.
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Figure 3-6. A vertex cover instance (left) transformed to a MINAGENTb graph (right).

If the VC instance is feasible with cover set S, then we can position agents on all

original nodes in the cover set, and one agent on every 1-chain node in G′, and by the

same argument as before, we can clean any contamination in one step. 2

Theorem 7: The MINAGENTb problem is NP-Hard.

Proof: Given an instance of the VC problem with graph G, we will first transform G to

MINAGENTb graph G′ = (V ′, E ′). We will then show that we can position K = |V | + q

agents on nodes in V ′ and clean any contamination in Λ = {{i} : i ∈ V ′} in one time step

or less (tmax = 1) if and only if there is a vertex cover S on G with |S| ≤ q.

We transform G to G′ = (V ′, E ′) exactly as prescribed in the proof of Theorem 6,

but with the addition of including all edges (i, j) ∈ E in E ′ as well. Hence, for each edge

(i, j) ∈ E, we have a triangle (i, j, vij) in G′, as illustrated in Figure 3-6.

First, suppose that we have a solution S to the VC instance. We copy the VC

solution onto the original nodes in V ′, positioning one agent on each node in S. We also

position an agent on every 1-chain node. Any contamination starting at a 2-chain node is

cleaned in one step, and the contamination cannot start at a 1-chain node.

Assume some contamination starts at an original node i ∈ V on which no agent is

initially positioned. Since S is a vertex cover, there will be an agent at each node j such

that (i, j) ∈ E. For all nodes j adjacent to node i in G, move agents from node j to split

node vij and move all agents positioned on 1-chain nodes to their corresponding original
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nodes. Since agents now cover node i and all nodes adjacent to node i in G′, graph G′ is

clean in one step.

If a contamination starts at a split node vij, then since S is a vertex cover, adjacent

node i or j will have an agent positioned on it. Without loss of generality, suppose there is

an agent on node i. To clean the graph, move the agent from node i to split node vij and

move agents positioned on 1-chain nodes i1 and j1 to original nodes i and j, respectively.

Thus, graph G′ is clean in one step.

Now, suppose that there exists a solution to the MINAGENTb problem. By the same

logic in the proof of Theorem 6, if MINAGENTb is feasible, there is a feasible solution

that has an agent on every 1-chain node, and no agents on 2-chain nodes. Consider one

such solution.

Note that each triangle (i, j, vij) contains at least one agent. (If not, a contamination

that starts at split node vij cannot be cleaned in one step since vij is only adjacent to node

i and j.) By moving all agents at split nodes vij to either of their adjacent original nodes,

we have that for each edge (i, j) ∈ E, there exists an agent either at node i or j, i.e., we

have a vertex cover on the original graph. Since |V | agents exist at 1-chain nodes, no more

than q agents are now positioned on original nodes, and hence the positions of agents form

a vertex cover set of cardinality no more than q. 2

Theorem 8: The MINAGENTp problem is NP-Hard.

Proof: Our transformation is again from VC. We transform the VC graph G = (V,E)

to G′ = (V ′, E ′) with the following modifications. First implement the transformations

described in the proof of Theorem 7. Then, for each node i ∈ V , create 3-chain node i3

and connect i2 to i3. Add i3 to V ′ and (i2, i3) to E ′. We will show that we can position

K = 2|V | + q agents on nodes in G′ and clean any contamination in Λ = {{i} : i ∈ V ′} in

tmax = 1 time step or less (given that the spreading contamination can pass an agent while

traversing an edge) if and only if we can find a vertex cover on G of cardinality q.
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Any feasible MINAGENTp solution must position at least two agents on each 3-chain.

In particular, to clean contaminations on these 3-chains with only two agents, they must

either be placed on either i1 and i2, or i2 and i3, or both on i2. Placing agents on i1 and

i2 is no less effective than the other two options, since placing agents on i1 and i2 allows

an agent to access node i at the next time step, while the other two arrangements are only

capable of cleaning the contaminations on the 3-chain. Also, because the time horizon is

just one time step, there is no benefit in positioning more than two agents on any 3-chain.

Thus, if the MINAGENTp instance is feasible, there is a solution in which agents are

located on all 1- and 2-chain nodes and no agents are located on any 3-chain nodes.

Assume that we have a vertex cover, S, for G. Then we can position q agents on

the nodes in G′ corresponding to S, in addition to 2|V | agents positioned on every 1-

and 2-chain node. If a contamination starts on any 3-chain node, then we can clean it by

moving the agent from i2 to i3 and prevent i2 from becoming contaminated by moving

the agent from i1 to i2. For each original node i not in the vertex cover, we will have an

agent positioned on all original nodes j adjacent to i in G. If node i is contaminated,

we can move all agents at adjacent original nodes to cover all split nodes vij. To prevent

contamination of node i and i1, we move agents at i1 and i2 to i and i1, respectively. To

prevent contamination at original nodes j adjacent to i, we move agents from j1 to j.

Now, assume that we have a feasible MINAGENTp solution. Consider a solution

having agents positioned on every 1- and 2-chain node and no agents on any 3-chain node.

The remaining agents will be positioned on original or split nodes. By a similar reasoning

as in the proof of Theorem 7, there will be an agent on every triangle (i, j, vij). After

moving any agent on a split node vij to either i or j, the agent positions on the original

nodes form a vertex cover on the original graph. Since we have 2|V | agents on 1- and

2-chain nodes, there are at most q agents on original nodes, and hence the agent positions

on original nodes form a vertex cover of cardinality no more than q. 2
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Mathematical programming formulations: The integral variable xi represents

the number of agents positioned on node i ∈ V . As defined in Section 3.3, Qc
L(x) is the

minimum cleaning time, given agent positions x and initial contamination at node ` ∈ V .

The MINAGENTc problem can be formulated succinctly as

min
∑
i∈V

xi (3–5a)

s.t. Qc
L(x) ≤ tmax ∀L ∈ Λ (3–5b)

xi ≥ 0 and integral ∀i ∈ V. (3–5c)

To obtain a single mixed-integer formulation, we can incorporate all the constraints

necessary to describe Qc
L(x), for all L ∈ Λ. The objective function (3–5a) seeks to

minimize the number of agents available in the system. Constraint (3–5b) states the

cleaning time, given agent positions x and contamination starting at nodes L ∈ Λ, must

be cleaned in tmax time steps or fewer. Constraint (3–5c) gives bound and integrality

restrictions on x-variables.

The MINAGENTs, MINAGENTb, and MINAGENTp MIPs are the same as (3–5),

except that constraints (3–5b) are replaced with replaced with Qs
L(x) ≤ tmax,∀L ∈ Λ,

Qb
L(x) ≤ tmax,∀L ∈ Λ, or Qp

L(x) ≤ tmax,∀L ∈ Λ, respectively.

An alternative formulation can be obtained for the MINAGENTc problem if each

node can become contaminated in at least one contamination set in Λ, e.g., Λ = {V }.
Observe that the graph can be cleaned in tmax or fewer time steps if and only if every node

is within tmax hops of some agent (i.e., a path of length tmax exists to every node from

some node on which an agent is located). This condition is necessary, because if some

node i ∈ V does not lie within tmax hops of an agent position, it cannot be cleaned in tmax

steps. The condition is sufficient because all nodes will have agents in tmax steps if the

condition holds. Define Nk[i] = {j ∈ V : SP(i, j) ≤ k} as the k-hop neighborhood of node

i, where SP(i, j) is the shortest path length (in terms of edges) between node i and node j.
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We can then simply formulate MINAGENTc as the following dominating set problem

min
∑
i∈V

xi (3–6a)

s.t.
∑

h∈Ntmax [i]

xh ≥ 1 ∀i ∈ V (3–6b)

xi binary ∀i ∈ V. (3–6c)

3.5 Positioning Agents to Minimize Expected Cleaning Time

The AGENTPOS problem seeks to locate K agents in order to minimize expected

cleaning time. The probability that the contamination starts on some subset of nodes L
is pL > 0, ∀L ∈ Λ, and

∑
L∈Λ pL = 1, where these probabilities are independent of the

agent positions. The decision version of the AGENTPOSc, AGENTPOSs, AGENTPOSb,

and AGENTPOSp problems all seek to position K agents on a graph so that the expected

cleaning time is not more than tmax, considering the respective assumptions on the

capabilities of agents.

Complexity analysis: We first introduce Lemma 1, which will be used to show that

the different variants of the AGENTPOS problem are NP-Hard.

Lemma 1: If there exist K ≤ |V | agents to position on a graph G = (V, E), and the

contamination can start at any single node, i.e., Λ = {{i} : i ∈ V } with equal probability,

i.e., pL = 1
|V | for all L ∈ Λ, then the minimum expected cleaning time achievable is |V |−K

|V | .

Moreover, this minimum can only be achieved if and only if the K agents are positioned

on distinct nodes, and any contamination starting on a node without an agent can be

cleaned in one step.

Proof: The cleaning time for a contamination starting on node ` ∈ V is zero only if

at least one agent is positioned at node `. If we do not position an agent at ` and the

contamination starts at `, the minimum possible cleaning time is one step. Thus, any node

with no pre-positioned agents contributes at least 1
|V | to the expected cleaning time. The

minimum possible cleaning time thus occurs when K agents are positioned on distinct
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nodes and can clean any contamination in one step, giving an expected cleaning time of

|V |−K
|V | . 2

Theorem 9: The AGENTPOSc, AGENTPOSs, AGENTPOSb, and AGENTPOSp

problems are all NP-Hard.

Proof: We use the same graph transformations for AGENTPOSc, AGENTPOSs,

AGENTPOSb, and AGENTPOSp to obtain G′ = (V ′, E ′) as given in the proofs of

Theorems 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively. Let Λ = {{i} : i ∈ V ′}, and assign pL = 1
|V ′|

as the probability that contamination originates at any single-node set L. Lemma 1

shows that, for each variant, we can achieve the minimum expected cleaning time of

tmax = |V ′|−K
|V ′| if and only if we can position K agents on G′ (where K is defined by the

respective transformations in Theorems 5–8) and clean any contamination in one step or

less. Furthermore, as shown in Theorems 5–8, we can position K agents on G′ and clean

any contamination in one step or less if and only if the transformed NP-Complete problem

instance is feasible. 2

Mathematical programming formulations: As in (3–5), the integral variable xi

is the number of agents positioned on node i ∈ V . The function Qc
L(x) is described in

Section 3.3. The AGENTPOSc MIP is

min
∑
L∈Λ

pLQc
L(x) (3–7a)

s.t.
∑
i∈V

xi = K (3–7b)

Qc
L(x) ≤ tmax ∀L ∈ Λ (3–7c)

xi ≥ 0 and integral ∀i ∈ V. (3–7d)

The objective function (3–7a) minimizes expected cleaning time. Constraint (3–7b) states

that we must position exactly K agents on nodes of the graph. Recall that if the CLEANc

problem for positions x and contamination L is infeasible, then formulation (3–1) gives an

objective value of tmax + 1. Constraint (3–7c) enforces that agent positions x are sufficient
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to clean all contaminations L ∈ Λ in tmax steps or fewer. Constraint (3–7d) states the

bounds and integrality restrictions on x-variables.

The MIP formulations of the AGENTPOSs, AGENTPOSb, and AGENTPOSp are

identical, but substitute Qs
L(x), Qb

L(x), or Qp
L(x), respectively, for the term Qc

L(x) in the

objective function and in constraint (3–7c).

3.6 Integer Programming Computational Testing

All computations were performed on a Dell PowerEdge 2600 computer with two

Pentium 4 3.2Ghz processors and 6G of memory. Linear and integer programming

problems were solved using CPLEX 11.0 and Concert Technology 2.5. (The same system

is used in the computational testing presented in Sections 3.7, 3.10, and 3.13.) In the

following tests, the execution of each MIP was limited to 10 CPU minutes.

Fifty 20-node test instance graphs were generated according to the following

procedure. For each pair of nodes (i, j), we add edge (i, j) with probability d, for some

specified density parameter 0 < d ≤ 1. If the resulting graph is not connected, we discard

it and generate a new graph. We generated 25 graphs with d = 10% and 25 graphs with

d = 20% in this manner.

We discuss computational results for the case in which the graph G = (V,E) is

initially completely contaminated, and when the contamination can originate on any single

node.

All nodes are contaminated: To generate a CLEAN instance, we randomly

distribute agents on the nodes of the graph and assume all nodes of the graph are initially

contaminated unless there is an agent positioned on it. Note that multiple agents can be

positioned on the same node. For each of the 50 randomly generated graphs, we created

CLEAN instances having K = 5, 10, and 15 agents, for a total of 150 test instances.

We are solving the optimization version of the CLEAN problems with a hard time

limit of tmax = 5. In other words, we seek the fastest cleaning strategy rather than just any
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cleaning strategy that terminates in five steps or less. If the graph cannot be cleaned in

five steps, the MIP will return a cleaning time objective value of tmax + 1 = 6.

For each test instance, the four variants are solved in the following order: cloning (c),

stationary cloning (s), blocking (b), and then passing (p). As mentioned in Section 3.3,

Qc
L(x) ≤ Qs

L(x) ≤ Qb
L(x) ≤ Qp

L(x), and so after we solve a variant for some instance, we

use the best lower bound obtained for that instance as a valid lower bound in optimizing

the next variant.

Recalling that CLEANc is trivially solvable, we focus on examining the solvability of

CLEANs, CLEANb, and CLEANp. Since the cleaning time objective is integer-valued,

we adjust the CPLEX stopping criterion to terminate whenever the upper and lower

bounds (UB and LB) on cleaning time is less than 1− 10−3 = 0.999. Of the 150 instances,

131/150, 88/150, and 71/150 terminated within one CPU second for CLEANs, CLEANb,

and CLEANp, respectively. Also, no stationary cloning instance required no more than

five seconds to optimize. However, the solution of CLEANb and CLEANp instances

posed a more difficult challenge, and several instances could not be solved to optimality

within 10 minutes. Table 3-1 summarizes the computational results for the blocking and

passing variants of the CLEAN problem. The column labeled “Cleaning Time” presents

the minimum lower bound and the maximum upper bound on cleaning time for the

25 instances with the given parameters found after 600 seconds. The column labeled

“Solved” indicates the number of instances that could be solved to optimality within

the 10-minute time limit. For these instances, any fractional lower bound is rounded

up. Relative optimality gap (or simply “Gap” in Table 3-1) is a percentage defined as

100 × (UB − LB)/LB. Note that if an instance does not solve in 600 seconds, we count

the execution time as 600 seconds when computing the average CPU times. Hence, the

average CPU times reported are underestimates of the true time required to solve these

instances to optimality. Table 3-1 shows that instances having a large number of agents

are easier to solve because the cleaning strategies employed only require a few steps. If
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Table 3-1. CLEAN MIP given the entire graph is contaminated.

Variant d K Solved % Gap CPU Seconds Cleaning Time
min avg max min avg max [min,max]

b 10% 5 23/25 0 2 20 0 124 600 [5,6]
10 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [2,6]
15 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 0 [1,3]

20% 5 2/25 0 23 50 138 569 600 [4,6]
10 25/25 0 0 0 0 40 336 [2,3]
15 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 0 [1,2]

p 10% 5 25/25 0 0 0 0 49 600 [6,6]
10 23/25 0 2 25 0 104 600 [3,6]
15 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [2,3]

20% 5 13/25 0 11 50 0 499 600 [4,6]
10 7/25 0 40 100 145 555 600 [3,6]
15 25/25 0 0 0 0 1 5 [2,3]

there is a small number of agents, the formulations seek a more complex cleaning strategy

that requires more time steps.

We examine the tightness of various relaxations of these problems based on relaxing

integrality restrictions on w-variables. If we were to enforce the binariness of the

y-variables instead of insisting on integral w-variables, then it is possible that a (unique)

optimal solution to CLEAN problems will not have have integral u-, v-, and w-variables.

Similarly, if we hold hold v-variables binary, then by the same argument given for model

(3–1), y-variables will be binary at optimality; however, we could still have that u- or

w-variables are fractional in unique optimal CLEAN solutions. As described in Table 3-1,

25 CLEANb instances and 32 CLEANp instances were not solved to optimality, and hence

we omit those cases in Table 3-2. Table 3-2 summarizes the empirically observed tightness

of these relaxations compared to the optimal objective values found in the previous

experiment. Lower bounds are obtained from the optimal solution of the relaxed problems.

All linear programming and binary-y-variable relaxations terminated in under one CPU

second. Also, all binary-v-variable relaxations for stationary cloning terminated within

one CPU second, and for blocking and passing, 97/150 and 106/150 binary-v-variable

relaxations terminated within one CPU second, respectively. For binary-v-variable
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Table 3-2. Tightness of various CLEAN MIP relaxations given the entire graph is initially
contaminated.

d K Relaxation # Instances with Zero Gap Average % Gap
s b p s b p

10% 5 LP relaxation 7/25 1/23 1/25 33 51 46
binary y-vars. 8/25 6/23 12/25 22 20 10
binary v-vars. 21/25 23/23 25/25 4 0 0

10 LP relaxation 22/25 15/25 3/23 3 15 43
binary y-vars. 25/25 22/25 8/23 0 5 22
binary v-vars. 25/25 25/25 23/23 0 0 0

15 LP relaxation 24/25 21/25 15/25 3 7 17
binary y-vars. 25/25 25/25 22/25 0 0 6
binary v-vars. 25/25 25/25 25/25 0 0 0

20% 5 LP relaxation 0/25 0/2 0/13 55 89 80
binary y-vars. 4/25 0/2 0/13 28 35 20
binary v-vars. 24/25 2/2 13/13 1 0 0

10 LP relaxation 22/25 2/25 0/7 4 44 77
binary y-vars. 25/25 10/25 0/7 0 30 33
binary v-vars. 25/25 25/25 7/7 0 0 0

15 LP relaxation 25/25 19/25 15/25 0 19 24
binary y-vars. 25/25 25/25 25/25 0 0 0
binary v-vars. 25/25 25/25 25/25 0 0 0

problems, the longest passing instance took 324 seconds, and four blocking instances did

not terminate within 10 minutes.

Next, for the MINAGENT problem, we generated test instances given time limits of

tmax = 1 and 3 steps. Again, we are solving the optimization version of the MINAGENT

problem and thus we seek the fewest number of agents required to have the graph

clean rather than just determining if a fixed number of agents K is sufficient. Table

3-3 summarizes the results. Since these instances have integral optimal objective values,

we again allow CPLEX to terminate the absolute optimality gap is no more than 0.999.

The column labeled “Optimal K” gives the minimum lower bound and maximum upper

bound for the minimum number of agents required for the 25 instances with the given

parameters found after 600 seconds. The cloning and stationary cloning variants of the

problems all terminated quickly. The blocking and passing versions took substantially

longer to solve. Only 10 of 25 MINAGENTb instances solved to optimality within the
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Table 3-3. MINAGENT MIP given the entire graph is contaminated.

d tmax Variant Solved % Gap CPU Seconds Optimal K
min avg max min avg max [min,max]

10% 1 c 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 0 [5,8]
s 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 0 [10,13]
b 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [11,13]
p 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [14,15]

3 c 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [1,3]
s 25/25 0 0 0 0 1 6 [5,7]
b 25/25 0 0 0 3 75 235 [6,7]
p 9/25 0 18 43 81 499 600 [7,10]

20% 1 c 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 0 [4,6]
s 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 0 [10,11]
b 25/25 0 0 0 0 1 2 [11,12]
p 25/25 0 0 0 0 4 20 [14,14]

3 c 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [1,2]
s 25/25 0 0 0 1 6 16 [5,6]
b 10/25 0 22 50 48 455 600 [6,9]
p 0/25 13 41 83 600 600 600 [6,11]

10-minute time limit, given tmax = 3 and d = 20%. Also, nine MINAGENTp instances

solved to optimality within the time limit for tmax = 3 and d = 10%, while no instances

were solved to optimality for the passing variation when tmax = 3 and d = 20%.

Once again, setting tmax = 3 not only increases the number of integer variables in the

formulation, but also increases the complexity of the cleaning strategies found. It is thus

intuitive that increasing tmax results in longer CPU times. Similarly, increasing d increases

problem size and makes these problems harder to solve.

To test the AGENTPOS formulations, we vary the number of agents K available to

5 or 10, and we impose a hard time limit of tmax = 5. For the case where Λ = {V }, we

will also have an integral expected cleaning time, and hence we can again set CPLEX

to terminate when the absolute optimality gap falls within 0.999. Table 3-4 summarizes

the results. The column labeled “Exp. Clean Time” gives the minimum lower bound

and maximum upper bound on expected cleaning times for the 25 instances for the given

parameters found after 600 seconds. If there is at least one instance that does not identify

a feasible solution and upper bound, then the upper bound given is ∞.
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Table 3-4. AGENTPOS MIP given the entire graph is contaminated.

d K Variant tmax Solved % Gap CPU Seconds Exp. Clean Time
min avg max min avg max [min,max]

10% 5 c 5 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [1,2]]
s 16/25 0 12 33 15 414 600 [3,4]
b 3/25 0 – ∞ 405 591 600 [3,∞]
p 19/25 0 – ∞ 143 360 600 [4,∞]

10 c 5 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [1,1]
s 25/25 0 0 0 0 4 14 [1,2]
b 25/25 0 0 0 1 9 57 [2,2]
p 0/25 50 54 100 600 600 600 [2,4]

20% 5 c 5 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [1,2]
s 23/25 0 3 33 8 67 600 [3,4]
b 0/25 ∞ – ∞ 600 600 600 [3,∞]
p 1/25 0 – ∞ 432 595 600 [3,∞]

10 c 5 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [1,1]
s 25/25 0 0 0 0 1 4 [1,2]
b 23/25 0 12 200 5 215 600 [1,3]
p 0/25 50 – ∞ 600 600 600 [1,∞]

We solve the optimization version of the AGENTPOS problem, and thus we seek

the initial positions for the K agents as well as the fastest expected cleaning strategy

for the agents. (Although since we only have one contamination scenario, the expected

cleaning time will just be the time required to clean the entire graph, rather than an

average of possible contamination scenarios.) Note that we also include constraint (3–7c),

which requires the graph be clean in at most tmax steps. Even though we are solving

the optimization version of the AGENTPOS problem, including constraint (3–7c) can

make the mathematical programming formulation infeasible. Proving that an instance

is infeasible within 10 minutes is considered solving the problem. For AGENTPOSp,

with K = 5, and d = 10%, 19 of the 25 instances were proven to be infeasible within

10 minutes. The remaining six instances found a valid lower bound, but did not find a

feasible solution with corresponding upper bound and thus have an infinite optimality gap.

Of the 25 passing variant instances with K = 5, d = 20%, one instance was proven to be

infeasible in 10 minutes.
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Table 3-5. CLEAN given contamination begins on a single node.

Variant d K Solved % Gap CPU Seconds Cleaning Time
min avg max min avg max [min,max]

b 10% 5 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 4 [1,6]
10 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 0 [1,4]
15 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [1,3]

20% 5 22/25 0 3 25 0 89 600 [1,6]
10 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 0 [1,3]
15 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 0 [1,2]

p 10% 5 25/25 0 0 0 0 1 19 [1,6]
10 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 0 [1,4]
15 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [1,3]

20% 5 15/25 0 11 50 0 291 600 [1,6]
10 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [1,3]
15 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 0 [1,2]

Contamination originates on a single node: We generate a CLEAN instance

by first specifying the original point of contamination, and then randomly distributing

agents on the uncontaminated nodes. Again, we vary K = 5, 10, and 15 agents, and

use 25 graphs with d = 10% and 25 graphs with d = 20%, for a total of 150 instances.

Again, cloning and stationary cloning variants of the CLEAN optimization problem solved

quickly. Table 3-5 summarizes the results from solving the optimization MIP formulations

of the instances for the blocking and passing variants.

Comparing the results the CLEAN instances from the previous section in which the

entire graph was initially contaminated, it appears that instances with one node initially

contaminated solve much quicker. The cases that posed the most difficulty were instances

having high edge density and low number of agents. In these cases, the contamination

can spread faster than the agents can move to clean it, and a more sophisticated cleaning

strategy must be derived.

We solved the various CLEAN relaxations (linear programming, binary y-variables,

and binary v-variables) again to test the tightness of lower bounds that they provided.

All linear programming and binary-y-variable relaxations terminated within one second.

For the binary-v-variable relaxations, all stationary cloning instances terminated within
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Table 3-6. Tightness of various CLEAN MIP relaxations given contamination begins on a
single node.

d K Relaxation Instances with Tight LB Average % Gap
s b p s b p

10% 5 LP relaxation 20/25 20/25 12/25 5 8 19
binary y-vars. 25/25 23/25 21/25 0 2 6
binary v-vars. 25/25 25/25 25/25 0 0 0

10 LP relaxation 22/25 22/25 18/25 4 8 12
binary y-vars. 25/25 23/25 24/25 0 3 1
binary v-vars. 25/25 25/25 25/25 0 0 0

15 LP relaxation 25/25 25/25 20/25 0 0 8
binary y-vars. 25/25 25/25 25/25 0 0 0
binary v-vars. 25/25 25/25 25/25 0 0 0

20% 5 LP relaxation 18/25 12/22 7/15 9 24 34
binary y-vars. 25/25 19/22 12/15 0 6 6
binary v-vars. 25/25 22/22 15/15 0 0 0

10 LP relaxation 24/25 24/25 20/25 1 1 9
binary y-vars. 25/25 25/25 25/25 0 0 0
binary v-vars. 25/25 25/25 25/25 0 0 0

15 LP relaxation 25/25 25/25 25/25 0 0 0
binary y-vars. 25/25 25/25 25/25 0 0 0
binary v-vars. 25/25 25/25 25/25 0 0 0

one CPU second. For the blocking and passing variants, 143/150 and 138/150 instances

terminated within one CPU second, respectively, and the longest instances took 257 and

210 seconds, respectively. The tightness of these relaxations is summarized in Table 3-6.

Given the contamination can start on any single node, we need to consider |V |
contaminations that must be cleaned in tmax steps or fewer when we are determining the

minimum number of agents required to clean the graph and their positions. We tested

the MINAGENT formulations analogously with tmax = 1 or tmax = 3. The results are

presented in Table 3-7. Compared to the case when we only have one contamination

scenario to address (the entire graph is contaminated), the case where the contamination

can originate on any single node appears to be marginally more computationally intensive.

Notably, the stationary cloning, blocking and passing variants only solved four instances

each to optimality with d = 20% and tmax = 3.
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Table 3-7. MINAGENT given the contamination begins on a single node.

d tmax Variant Solved % Gap CPU Seconds Optimal K
min avg max min avg max [min,max]

10% 1 c 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [5,8]
s 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [6,8]
b 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [7,9]
p 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [7,11]

3 c 25/25 0 0 0 0 1 3 [1,3]
s 24/25 0 1 33 3 164 600 [3,4]
b 22/25 0 4 33 0 157 600 [3,4]
p 17/25 0 8 25 4 349 600 [3,6]

20% 1 c 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [4,6]
s 25/25 0 0 0 0 1 3 [5,7]
b 25/25 0 0 0 0 1 7 [6,7]
p 25/25 0 0 0 0 5 100 [6,8]

3 c 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [1,2]
s 4/25 0 63 2 46 539 600 [2,6]
b 4/25 0 27 67 381 593 600 [3,6]
p 4/25 0 22 75 136 560 600 [4,7]

We tested the AGENTPOS formulations given that any single node can become

contaminated. We set the probability that the contamination starts on some node as 1
|V |

for all i ∈ V . In this case, expected cleaning time is the average of the cleaning times

for each possible contamination. Agent positioning formulations use the same parameters

as in the case where all nodes are initially contaminated. However, in this case we are

not guaranteed an integral expected cleaning time, and thus we let CPLEX run with

the standard stopping criterion. Table 3-8 summarizes the results. The situation where

contamination can originate on any single node appears to be computationally easier. This

is due to the ease in which cleaning strategies single-node contaminations are derived. The

cause of difficulty in all of these problems appears to be deriving sophisticated cleaning

strategies.

Again, not all AGENTPOS instances are feasible. With d = 10%, K = 5, two

AGENTPOSp instances did not find a feasible solution in the time limit. With d =

20%, K = 5, five AGENTPOSb instances and 20 AGENTPOSp instances failed to identify
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Table 3-8. AGENTPOS MIP given the entire graph is contaminated.

d tmax Variant K Solved Gap CPU Seconds Exp. Clean Time
min avg max min avg max [min,max]

10% 5 c 5 25/25 0 0 0 0 2 9 [0.75,1.1]
s 25/25 0 0 0 3 18 100 [0.85,1.15]
b 25/25 0 0 0 2 47 226 [0.85,1.35]
p 19/25 0 – ∞ 21 264 600 [1.05,∞]
c 10 25/25 0 0 0 0 1 4 [0.5,0.5]
s 25/25 0 0 0 0 1 3 [0.5,0.5]
b 25/25 0 0 0 0 1 4 [0.5,0.5]
p 25/25 0 0 0 0 7 130 [0.5,0.55]

20% 5 c 5 25/25 0 0 0 0 1 3 [0.75,0.85]
s 25/25 0 0 0 5 113 242 [0.75,0.95]
b 11/25 0 – ∞ 37 416 600 [0.77,∞]
p 1/25 0 – ∞ 490 597 600 [0.81,∞]

5 c 10 25/25 0 0 0 0 0 1 [0.5,0.5]
s 25/25 0 0 0 0 3 11 [0.5,0.5]
b 25/25 0 0 0 0 3 24 [0.5,0.5]
p 25/25 0 0 0 0 3 18 [0.5,0.5]

a feasible solution in the time limit. Given more agents, the problems find feasible (and

optimal) solutions much quicker.

3.7 Fastest Cleaning Strategy Heuristic

We now describe a heuristic framework for computing cleaning time for each variant.

Define a move set as a combination of how a collection of agents simultaneously move

from one time period to the next. That is, let xt
i be the number of agents present on node

i ∈ V at time t = 0, . . . , tmax − 1, where
∑

i∈V xt
i = K. Then a move set is a set of ordered

pairs {(m1, n1), . . . , (mK , nK)} such that (mj, nj) ∈ E for each j = 1, . . . , K, and the

number of arcs (mj, nj) such that mj = i is xt
i, for each i ∈ V .

Procedure 3 describes a construction heuristic for finding solutions to the CLEAN

problem. Procedure 3 computes S strategies and returns a strategy having the fastest

cleaning time. The algorithm constructs a cleaning strategy step-by-step, at each t =

0, . . . , tmax − 1. Given agent positions xt
i for all i ∈ V , we randomly generate M candidate

move sets. We then score the quality of each candidate move set according to one of three

metrics, where a lower metric value is better. Let lm be the value of move set m, and let
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Procedure 3 Greedy Random Cleaning Strategy Construction
1: Set UB ← tmax + 1.
2: for s = 1, . . . , S do
3: for t = 0, . . . , tmax − 1 do
4: for m = 1, . . . , M do
5: Construct move set m by assigning to each agent a random one-step move.
6: Compute the metric value lm.
7: end for
8: Randomly select one move set m′ s.t. lm′ ≤ (1− α)lmin + αlmax.
9: Implement move set m′, and update agent positions and contamination for time

t + 1.
10: if the graph is clean then
11: if t + 1 < UB then
12: Update UB = t + 1, and save current strategy as “fastest.”
13: end if
14: Discontinue constructing current strategy.
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: return UB and fastest cleaning strategy.

lmin and lmax be the scores of the best and worst move sets, respectively. We then move

agents according to some move set m′ that satisfies the threshold lm′ ≤ (1− α)lmin + αlmax,

for some given parameter 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. We proceed to the next time step and repeat until

the graph is clean, or until time tmax is reached.

Counting metric: The simplest and computationally fastest metric is to compute

the number of nodes contaminated at time t + 1 after move set m is implemented. The

benefit of move set m is given by the number of nodes contaminated at time t + 1.

LP-relaxation metric: We compute the positions of agents and contaminated nodes

at time t + 1 after moving the agents according to move set m. We then compute lm as

the optimal objective function value to the CLEAN LP relaxation given the agent and

contamination positions at step t + 1.

Binary-y metric: This metric is computed in the same fashion as the LP-relaxation

metric, except that instead of solving the LP relaxation after implementing move set m,

we determine lm by solving the binary-y relaxation of the CLEAN problem.
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Note that our heuristic procedure contains four parameters: the number of strategies

S we construct, the number of move sets M to create and evaluate at each time step,

the metric by which move sets are evaluated, and a threshold parameter α used for

determining which move sets have an acceptable metric value and are candidates for

selection. Hence, the heuristic must create and evaluate the value of O(SMtmax) move

sets.

Note that each move set can be created by first computing |N [i]| (or |N(i)| for the

stationary cloning case), for all i ∈ V . For each agent at node i ∈ V , we then compute a

random integer κ modulo |N [i]|, and move the agent along the κ + 1st edge incident to

node i. This process requires O(K) operations.

To compute the metric value for each move set, we need to determine which nodes

will be contaminated at time t + 1, given the set of nodes contaminated at time t.

Assuming that we have already marked the edges on which agents are traveling, this will

require O(|E|) operations.

If we use the counting metric to evaluate the value of a move set, after computing

the move set and determining which nodes are contaminated at time t + 1, evaluating the

metric value of the move set simply requires O(|E|) operations. Thus, the complexity of

the entire heuristic is O(SMtmax|E|).
If we use the LP-relaxation metric, then the complexity is O(SMtmax|E|L|V |,|E|,tmax),

where L|V |,|E|,tmax is the complexity of solving a linear program with |V | nodes, |E|
edges, and time limit tmax. Note that we can solve the CLEAN binary-y relaxation by

incrementing and fixing y-variables for each cleaning time and attempting to find feasible

values for other continuous variables. For example, one can fix y0 = · · · = yt′ = 1

and yt′+1 = · · · = ytmax = 0, and attempt to find a feasible solution to the resulting

LP. If it is feasible, we know that the binary-y relaxation objective is no more than t′.

Performing a binary search to find the optimal objective value requires O(log(tmax))

operations. Hence, if we use the binary-y relaxation metric, the complexity of the heuristic
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is O(SMtmaxlog(tmax)|E|L|V |,|E|,tmax). Finally, the binary-v relaxation could be substituted

for the binary-y relaxation when evaluating move sets to obtain yet another metric.

However, since we must compute this metric O(SMtmax) times, the additional increase

in computational time outweighs the benefit of more accurate estimates on the benefit of

each move set.

We also add additional stopping criteria based on the bounds gleaned from our

relaxations. Before starting the heuristic, we can obtain a lower bound on the minimum

cleaning time by solving the binary-v CLEAN relaxation. The number of operations

required to find a solution to the binary-v relaxation is not polynomially bounded, but

empirically speaking, the binary-v relaxation solves quickly in most cases. To keep the

complexity of the entire heuristic procedure polynomial, the number of nodes in the

branch-and-bound tree of the binary-v relaxation can be bounded by some polynomial

function of the number of nodes, or we could simply restrict the CPU time allocated to

solve the problem. At the end of this process, our LB is the ceiling of the lower bound on

the optimal objective function value for the binary-v relaxation.

Initially we start with an upper bound (UB) of tmax + 1. If any of the S strategies

found by the heuristic have a faster cleaning time, then we update UB accordingly. If one

of the S strategies considered has a cleaning time that matches LB, then we can stop the

procedure and conclude that we have found an optimal cleaning strategy. Also, if we are

using a metric based on some relaxation of the CLEAN MIP, then when we are examining

a candidate move set at time t, we only consider a move set m with metric lm such that

t + lm ≤ UB− 1. If none of the move sets generated satisfy this condition, we can abandon

the current strategy under construction since it will not have a faster cleaning time than

UB.

We perform computational testing on the same graphs and CLEAN instances tested

in Section 3.6.
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Table 3-9. CLEAN heuristic with various metrics.

s b p
MIP Solved 300 272 258

CPU 0 69 125
binary-v Skipped 5 52 67

CPU 0 4 3
Counting metric Solved 205 180 155

CPU 0 4 3
LP metric Solved 206 179 153

CPU 4 30 26
Binary-y metric Solved 204 177 161

CPU 7 40 41

Evaluating different metrics: We fix the other search parameters by setting

S = 50 restarts, M = 10 move sets evaluated at each time step, and α = 0.2, and test

different metrics. Table 3-9 presents the results from the heuristic with various metrics

used as well as the results from testing the full MIP formulations in Section 3.6. The

section of the table labeled “MIP” gives the number of instances solved (out of 300)

and the average CPU times (rounded to the nearest seconds) for each variant. The

average CPU times for MIPs were truncated since a 10-minute time limit was imposed.

The section of the table labeled “binary-v” gives the results from running the binary-v

relaxation to get a lower bound on cleaning time before the heuristic is started. The row

labeled “Skipped” shows the number of instances that were found to be have a lower

bound of more than tmax. The next sections of the table give the number of instances

solved (which includes those skipped due to a LB > tmax suggested by the CLEAN

binary-v relaxation and the average CPU time for the heuristic (which includes the time

spent solving the CLEAN binary-v relaxation to get a lower bound).

First note that the stationary cloning instances solved via the MIP formulation all

terminated within one CPU second, and thus the heuristic is unnecessary for this variant.

For the blocking and passing variants, the heuristic provides a fast, effective bounding

module for MIP solutions.
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Table 3-10. CLEAN heuristic with various construction parameters.

s b p
MIP solved 300 272 258

CPU 0 69 125
binary-v skipped 5 52 67

CPU 0 4 3
Random Strategy solved 128 131 109
M = 10 α = 0 solved 207 182 157

α = 20 solved 205 180 155
M = 100 α = 0 solved 259 215 187

α = 20 solved 254 188 183

The heuristic procedure was able to solve more than half of all instances to optimality

with every metric. The performance of the construction procedure did not seem to be

significantly improved using the LP-relaxation or binary-y-relaxation metric over the

simplistic and computationally cheap counting metric. In every instance, constructing

O(S) cleaning strategies with the counting metric contributed less than one second to

the total running time of the heuristic. Based on the number of instances solved and the

nominal CPU time, we proceed to tune the heuristic using only the counting metric.

Evaluating cleaning strategy construction parameters: We will continue to

restart the construction procedure S = 50 times. We set the number of move sets to

evaluate at each time step to M = 10 or M = 100, and vary the threshold parameter

α from α = 0, 0.2, or 1. If α = 0, we must pick a move set having the best value at

each time step, while if α = 1, we randomly pick any of the M move sets. (There is no

need to create more than one random move set at each time step when α = 1, and so

in this case we set M = 1.) Table 3-10 summarizes the results. Note that CPU time

is omitted for the strategy construction procedure for each parameter set because it is

deterministically bounded and empirically observed to be less than one CPU second for

all parameter choices. The results show that increasing the number of move sets evaluated

gives an improvement in the number of instances solved. Varying the α-parameter from 0

to 0.2 does not have an impact on the effectiveness of the construction procedure. This is
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due to the fact that of all possible move sets that exist at each time step (of which there

are an exponential number), we are only considering a random subset of either M = 10

or M = 100. These M move sets do not necessarily include the best possible move set.

This provides variability in the strategies constructed. Adding additional variability by not

automatically choosing the best move appears unnecessary.

Tables 3-11 and 3-12 summarize the performance of the tuned heuristic (with S =

50, M = 100, the counting metric, and α = 0) for the instances where the entire

graph is initially contaminated and when the contamination starts on a single node,

respectively. The columns labeled “Gap” give the average relative optimality which is

defined as (UB − LB)/LB × 100. The columns labeled “CPU” give the average CPU time

rounded to the nearest second (including solving the binary-v relaxation to get a LB). Not

surprisingly, the blocking and passing instances where the entire graph is contaminated

proved extremely challenging to solve. These results are consistent with solvability of

the CLEAN MIP problems by integer programming. Overall, the heuristic procedure is

capable of solving almost 2/3 of the CLEAN instances in substantially less time than

directly solving the full MIP formulations would take.

3.8 A Decomposition Approach for MINAGENT

We first discuss the MINAGENT formulations and decomposition framework. Then in

Section 3.9, we outline the different types of cutting planes implemented in the algorithm.

In Section 3.10, we provide computational tuning of the algorithm and a detailed summary

of the performance of the tuned cutting-plane algorithm.

We will also utilize a binary-v relaxation of (3–5). Similar to the CLEAN binary-v

relaxations, we enforce that v-variables are binary and relax agent-flow w-variables.

We continue to enforce that agent-deployment x-variables are integral and positive.

The optimal objective value of the binary-v relaxation will give a lower bound KLB on

the minimum number of agents required to clean the graph. Before the cutting-plane

algorithm is started, we solve the binary-v relaxation of (3–5) and test the feasibility
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Table 3-11. Tuned CLEAN heuristic for instances where the entire graph is contaminated.

Heuristic MIP
Variant K d Skipped Solved % Gap CPU Solved % Gap CPU
s 5 10% 3 13 13 0 25 0 0

20% 0 19 7 0 25 0 0
10 10% 1 20 7 0 25 0 0

20% 0 22 6 0 25 0 0
15 10% 0 25 0 0 25 0 0

20% 0 24 4 0 25 0 0
b 5 10% 23 23 2 9 23 2 124

20% 25 25 0 35 2 23 569
10 10% 1 7 29 0 25 0 0

20% 0 0 94 2 25 0 0
15 10% 0 21 10 0 25 0 0

20% 0 5 4 0 25 0 0
p 5 10% 25 25 0 2 25 0 49

20% 25 25 0 8 13 11 499
10 10% 1 1 54 4 23 2 104

20% 0 0 52 18 7 40 555
15 10% 0 4 45 0 25 0 0

20% 0 5 60 0 25 0 1

Table 3-12. Tuned CLEAN heuristic for instances where the contamination starts on a
single node.

Heuristic MIP
Variant K d Skipped Solved % Gap CPU Solved % Gap CPU
s 5 10% 1 20 5 0 25 0 0

20% 0 16 15 0 25 0 0
10 10% 0 25 0 0 25 0 0

20% 0 25 0 0 25 0 0
15 10% 0 25 0 0 25 0 0

20% 0 25 0 0 25 0 0
b 5 10% 1 18 8 0 25 0 0

20% 2 17 22 4 22 3 89
10 10% 0 25 0 0 25 0 0

20% 0 24 2 0 25 0 0
15 10% 0 25 0 0 25 0 0

20% 0 25 0 0 25 0 0
p 5 10% 4 17 20 0 25 0 1

20% 12 21 12 3 15 11 291
10 10% 0 22 7 0 25 0 0

20% 0 22 26 0 25 0 0
15 10% 0 25 0 0 25 0 0

20% 0 25 0 1 25 0 0
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of deployment positions x suggested by the optimal solution to the relaxation. If these

positions are indeed feasible, we have found an optimal solution to the MINAGENT

problem and there is no need to initiate the cutting-plane algorithm; else, we note the

lower bound KLB and proceed with the cutting-plane algorithm.

The cutting-plane algorithm approach separates the decisions into first- and

second-stage problems. In the first-stage problem, we determine the number of agents

and where they are deployed on the graph. In the second-stage problem, we verify that

each possible contamination in Λ can be cleaned in tmax steps.

The first-stage problem is formulated as a relaxation of the full MINAGENT MIP

(3–5), MINAGENT. We separate the x-variables into auxiliary binary variables χik,

where χik = 1 if there are k ≤ K agents positioned on vertex i, and zero otherwise. The

MINAGENT MIP formulation is

min
∑
i∈V

xi (3–8a)

s.t.
∑
i∈V

xi ≥ KLB (3–8b)

K∑

k=0

kχik = xi ∀i ∈ V (3–8c)

K∑

k=0

χik = 1 ∀i ∈ V (3–8d)

χik binary ∀i ∈ V (3–8e)

∑
i∈V

K∑

k=0

ηθ
ikχik ≥ µθ ∀θ ∈ Θ. (3–8f)

Constraint (3–8b) imposes a lower bound on the total number of agents deployed. The

lower bound KLB is initially seeded by the binary-v relaxation of (3–5), and as the

cutting-plane algorithm progresses, we update KLB to be the optimal objective function

found at the previous iteration of the algorithm. The MINAGENT formulation does not

include constraint (3–5b). In order to capture these restrictions, we include constraints
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of the form (3–8f), which represent a set of valid inequalities Θ that have been added

to the relaxation at each iteration of the cutting-plane algorithm. The purpose of these

constraints is to eliminate agent deployment positions that cannot clean all contaminations

within tmax steps from the solution space. We discuss the derivation of these inequalities

in Sections 3.9. Constraint (3–8c) gives the relationship between χ- and x-variables.

Constraint (3–8d) forces us to choose some number of agents for node i. Constraints

(3–8e) state integrality restrictions on the χ-variables. (Note that x-variables are therefore

constrained to be nonnegative integers due to (3–8c).)

Our cutting-plane algorithm iterates as follows. First, we solve MINAGENT and

get an optimal solution x̂. Next, we solve the LP relaxation of the CLEAN problem with

agent positions x̂ for each contamination L ∈ Λ. For each CLEAN LP relaxation that has

an objective value greater than tmax, we add a cutting plane to Θ. If no cutting planes

are suggested by the CLEAN LP relaxations, we begin solving the CLEAN MIP recourse

problems for each contamination L ∈ Λ. (Note that we only seek feasible solutions

to CLEAN MIP problems.) If one CLEAN MIP cannot find a feasible solution that

terminates in tmax steps or fewer, we add another cutting plane to Θ, and discontinue

solving the remaining CLEAN MIP problems. If no cuts are added, we can conclude that

the number of agents deployed is the minimum number of agents required to clean all

contaminations L ∈ Λ in tmax steps or fewer. If one or more cuts are added, we will repeat

the process. Note that we avoid solving the CLEAN MIP recourse problems until we have

gleaned as much information as possible from the CLEAN LP relaxations.

3.9 Feasibility Cutting Planes

When solving the CLEAN recourse problems, we fix ytmax = 0 in order to force the

cleaning strategy to finish within tmax steps. If the LP is infeasible with agent positions x̂,

we will add Benders feasibility cutting planes [7] to Θ, as described below.

First, we associate dual variable α` ≥ 0, for all ` ∈ L with constraint (3–1b). Dual

variables βi and γi, i ∈ V are associated with (3–1c) and (3–2b), respectively, and note
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that β-variables will only appear in the stationary cloning variant. We associate dual

variable µ with the time limit constraint ytmax = 0. We associate dual variable πt
i ≥ 0, for

t = 0, . . . , tmax, i ∈ V , with the each indicator constraint (3–1f). Dual variable δt
ji ≥ 0,

for t = 1, . . . , tmax, (i, j) ∈ E, is associated with spreading constraint (3–1e), (3–3d) and

(3–3e), or (3–4b), depending on the variant. A spreading constraint models the spread of

contaminations from node j to i by time t. We associate ρt
i, for t = 1, . . . , tmax − 1, i ∈ V ,

with agent-flow balance constraint (3–2c). And finally, for the stationary cloning variant

only, we associate dual variables θt
i , for t = 1, . . . , tmax, i ∈ V , with constraint (3–2d).

Restrictions on variables are summarized as follows.

µ unrestricted (3–9a)

α` ≥ 0 ∀` ∈ L (3–9b)

βi unrestricted ∀i ∈ V (3–9c)

γi unrestricted ∀i ∈ V (3–9d)

πt
i ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ V, t = 0, . . . , tmax (3–9e)

δt
ji ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E, t = 1, . . . , tmax (3–9f)

ρt
i unrestricted ∀i ∈ V, t = 1, . . . , tmax − 1 (3–9g)

θt
i unrestricted ∀i ∈ V, t = 1, . . . , tmax. (3–9h)
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For notational convenience, we let E0 be the set of self-loops, in other words E0 = {(i, i) :

i ∈ V }. The dual of the CLEANs LP relaxation is

max
∑

`∈L
(1− x`)α` +

∑
i∈V

xiβi +
∑
i∈V

xiγi (3–10a)

s.t. (3–9a)− (3–9h)

∑
i∈V

πt
i = 1 ∀t = 0, . . . , tmax − 1 (3–10b)

µ +
∑
i∈V

πtmax
i = 1 (3–10c)

α` −
∑

j∈N [`]

δ1
`j − π0

` ≤ 0 ∀` ∈ L (3–10d)

−
∑

j∈N [i]

δ1
ij − π0

i ≤ 0 ∀i ∈ V \ L (3–10e)

∑

j∈N [i]

δt
ji −

∑

j∈N [i]

δt+1
ij − πt

i ≤ 0 ∀i ∈ V, t = 1, . . . , tmax (3–10f)

∑

j∈N [i]

δtmax
ji − πtmax

i ≤ 0 ∀i ∈ V (3–10g)

βi − θ1
i = 0 ∀i ∈ V (3–10h)

θt
i − θt+1

i +
∑

j∈N [i]

δt
ji = 0 ∀i ∈ V, t = 1, . . . , tmax − 1 (3–10i)

θtmax
i +

∑

j∈N [i]

δtmax
ji = 0 ∀i ∈ V (3–10j)

γi − θ1
j − ρ1

j ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E \ E0 (3–10k)

− θt+1
j + ρt

i − ρt+1
j ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E \ E0, t = 1, . . . , tmax − 2 (3–10l)

− θtmax
j + ρtmax−1

i ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E \ E0. (3–10m)

Constraint (3–10b) is associated with y-variables except for ytmax , which is related to dual

constraint (3–10c). Constraint (3–10d) is associated with primal variables v0
` for ` ∈ L

and constraint (3–10e) is associated with the remaining v0-variables for nodes i ∈ V \ L.

Constraint (3–10f) is associated with vt-variables, for t = 1, . . . , tmax − 1, and constraint
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(3–10g) is associated with vtmax-variables. Constraints (3–10k), (3–10l), and (3–10m) are

associated with w0-, wt−, (for t = 1, . . . , tmax − 2), and wtmax−1−variables, respectively.

The dual of the CLEANb LP relaxation is

max
∑

`∈L
(1− x`)α` +

∑
i∈V

xiγi (3–11a)

s.t. (3–10b)− (3–10g), (3–9a), (3–9b), (3–9d)− (3–9g)

γi +
∑

h∈N [i]

δ1
hi − ρ1

i ≤ 0 ∀(i, i) ∈ E0

(3–11b)

γi +
∑

h∈N [i]

δ1
hi + δ1

ji − ρ1
j ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E \ E0

(3–11c)

∑

h∈N [i]

δt+1
hi + ρt

i − ρt+1
i ≤ 0 ∀(i, i) ∈ E0, t = 1, . . . , tmax − 2

(3–11d)

∑

h∈N [i]

δt+1
hj + δt+1

ji + ρt
i − ρt+1

j ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E \ E0, t = 1, . . . , tmax − 2

(3–11e)

∑

h∈N [i]

δtmax
hi + ρtmax−1

i ≤ 0 ∀(i, i) ∈ E0

(3–11f)

∑

h∈N [i]

δtmax
hj + δtmax

ji + ρtmax−1
i ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E \ E0.

(3–11g)

Dual constraints (3–11b), (3–11d), and (3–11f) are associated with self- loop w-variables

with time index t = 0, t = 1, . . . , tmax − 2, and t = tmax, respectively. Dual constraints

(3–11c), (3–11e), and (3–11g) are associated with wij-variables for the remaining edges

(i, j) ∈ E \ E0, with time indices t = 0, t = 1, . . . , tmax − 2, and t = tmax − 1, respectively.
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The dual of the CLEANp LP relaxation is

max
∑

`∈L
(1− x`)α` +

∑
i∈V

xiγi (3–12a)

s.t. (3–10b)− (3–10g), (3–9a), (3–9b), (3–9d)− (3–9g)

γi +
∑

h∈N [i]

δ1
hj − ρ1

j ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E

(3–12b)

∑

h∈N [i]

δt+1
hj + ρt

i − ρt+1
j ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E, t = 1, . . . , tmax − 2

(3–12c)

∑

h∈N [i]

δtmax
hj + ρtmax−1

i ≤ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ E.

(3–12d)

Dual constraints (3–12b), (3–12c), and (3–12d) are associated with w-variables, with time

index t = 0, t = 1, . . . , tmax − 2, and t = tmax − 1, respectively.

If the dual is unbounded with extreme ray components α̂, β̂, and γ̂, the traditional

Benders feasibility cut for the stationary cloning variant is

0 ≥
∑

`∈L
α̂`(1− x`) +

∑
i∈V

(β̂i + γ̂i)xi. (3–13)

Define α̂i = 0 for i ∈ V \ L. Note that αi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ V . Also, since the

primal constraints associated with βi and γi can equivalently be written as u0
i ≤ xi

and
∑

j∈N(i) w0
ij ≤ xi for all i ∈ V , all β- and γ-variables will be nonpositive. Thus

(α̂i − β̂i − γ̂i) ≥ 0. Therefore cut (3–13) can be strengthened to

∑
i∈V

min

{
(α̂i − β̂i − γ̂i),

∑

`∈L
α̂`

}
xi ≥

∑

`∈L
α̂`. (3–14)

Next, observe that the β-variables do not appear in the duals of the blocking and

passing formulations. The Benders feasibility cut for these two variants is of the same

form as (3–14), where γ-variables are associated with (3–3b) instead of (3–2b), and where
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β̂i = 0 for all i ∈ V . Also, the γ-variables do not appear in the dual of the cloning

formulation, and so we apply (3–14) for this case with γ̂i = 0 for all i ∈ V .

Since the Benders feasibility cuts (3–14) are derived from the LP relaxations of

CLEAN subproblems, they are sufficient to guarantee that Qc
L(x) ≤ tmax, since CLEANc

is an LP. However, they are not sufficient to guarantee that the other CLEAN variants,

which contain integer variables, are feasible. For these variants, we incorporate additional

cutting planes.

For the stationary cloning, blocking, and passing variants, if we cannot obtain any

cuts of the form (3–14), we begin solving the CLEAN MIP recourse problem for each

contamination L ∈ Λ. If some CLEAN MIP is infeasible given MINAGENT solution χ̂, we

add a combinatorial feasibility cutting plane to MINAGENT of the form:

∑
i∈V

∑

{k′ : k′>k, χ̂ik=1}
χik′ ≥ 1, (3–15)

and discontinue solving any remaining CLEAN MIP recourse problems. Constraint (3–15)

states that the number of agents on some node i must be increased. To see that (3–15) is

valid, note that if x′ ≤ x̂, then Qv
L(x

′) ≥ Qv
L(x̂), for any variant v. Since Qv

L(x̂) > tmax, any

feasible solution x must have xi > x̂i for some i, which is exactly the restriction stated by

(3–15). (See [12, 38, 39] for related strategies on combinatorial inequalities such as (3–15).)

Remark 1: We can add “warming constraints” to Θ, which state necessary conditions

for any feasible agent deployment, and may reduce the number of iterations performed by

the cutting-plane algorithm. All warming constraints are added before the cutting-plane

algorithm is started.

If node ` will become contaminated in at least one contamination scenario, then it is

necessary to have at least one agent positioned no more than tmax steps away from node `.

Formally, let N1[`] = N [`], and let Nh[`] = {i ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ E for some j ∈ Nh−1[`]} for all
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h = 1, . . . , tmax. Then the warming constraints take the form:

∑

i∈Ntmax [`]

xi ≥ 1 ∀` ∈ L,L ∈ Λ. (3–16)

3.10 MINAGENT Decomposition Procedure Computational Testing

We test the MINAGENT on the same 200 (for each variant) instances described

in Section 3.6. Again, we consider two possible contamination situations: Λ = {V },
where there is only one possible contamination, in which the entire graph is initially

contaminated, or Λ = {{i} : i ∈ V }, where the contamination can start on any single node.

Since the MINAGENTc formulation can be directly solved within one CPU second for all

instances, we focus on solving the stationary cloning, blocking, and passing variations.

We first discuss the tuning of the cutting-plane algorithm with a subset of instances.

We select eight instances (one for each parameter set) for each variant. The binary-v

lower-bounding procedure is not implemented in this tuning and KLB is started at one.

Preliminary testing suggests that warming constraints of the form (3–16) do not

improve the number of iterations required to find feasible solutions. This is due to the

randomness of the graphs we consider, which are typically not planar or grid-like. Given

larger, sparser, or more organized graphs, these warming constraints may prove more

useful. Warming constraints (3–16) are omitted in all further experiments.

Next, we compare solving the CLEAN MIP recourse problem at each iteration

regardless of whether or not Benders feasibility cuts (3–14) are added to MINAGENT,

or waiting to solve the CLEAN MIP recourse problems until the CLEAN LP relaxations

do not produce any cuts. For the implementation in which we solve CLEAN MIPs only if

(3–14) fails to cut off x̂, we perform an average of 70 extra iterations before the 10 minute

time limit is reached, and 17/24 MINAGENT instances are solved compared to 16/24

MINAGENT instances. The CLEAN LP relaxations solve very quickly and we are able to

generate more cuts faster, thus rapidly restricting the MINAGENT solution space. Thus
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Table 3-13. Review of MINAGENT extensive formulation testing.

tmax s b p
1 Extensive MIP solved 100 100 100

Extensive MIP CPU 0 1 2
3 Extensive MIP solved 95 61 30

Extensive MIP CPU 178 320 502

in all further testing, we wait to solve CLEAN MIPs until we can no longer generate any

cuts from CLEAN LPs.

Finally, we test the solution time of MINAGENT with and without explicitly

enforcing integrality on x-variables. The MINAGENT requires on average 0.1 seconds

less to solve with continuous x-variables, and so x-variables are relaxed in all further

testing.

When running the MINAGENT decomposition procedure, we solve the binary-v

relaxation of (3–5) and (3–8) to an absolute optimality gap of 0.999. When solving a

CLEAN recourse problem, we first employ the cleaning strategy construction heuristic

(but do not solve the CLEAN binary-v relaxation to get a lower bound) and if a

feasible strategy is found, we skip solving the CLEAN MIP. Solving the MINAGENT

binary-vrelaxation is given a one CPU-minute time limit and the entire procedure is given

a 10 CPU-minute time limit.

Table 3-13 reviews the previous computational testing on the full MINAGENT MIP

formulation. The rows labeled “Extensive MIP solved” give the number of instances

out of 100 that were solved to optimality. The rows labeled “Extensive MIP CPU” give

the average CPU time in seconds for the 100 instances described. When tmax = 1, the

extensive formulation can be solved quickly. When tmax = 3, more complicated cleaning

strategies must be implemented and the MINAGENT MIP is larger and more challenging

to solve.

Table 3-14 summarizes the performance of the MINAGENT decomposition solution

procedure. The table presents the number of instances solved and the truncated average
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Table 3-14. MINAGENT decomposition procedure.

MIP Bin.-v C.-P. Alg. Overall
v Λ tmax d Solved CPU Solved CPU Solved CPU CPU
s {V } 1 10% 25/25 0 25/25 0 - - 0

20% 25/25 0 25/25 0 - - 0
3 10% 25/25 1 23/25 7 1/2 272 29

20% 25/25 6 23/25 15 1/2 289 38
{{i} : i ∈ V } 1 10% 25/25 0 25/25 0 - - 0

20% 25/25 1 25/25 1 - - 1
3 10% 24/25 164 19/25 26 6/6 49 38

20% 4/25 539 1/25 60 7/24 417 461
Total 178/200 89 166/200 14 15/34 257 71
b {V } 1 10% 25/25 0 25/25 0 - - 0

20% 25/25 1 22/25 0 3/3 61 8
3 10% 25/25 75 25/25 12 - - 12

20% 10/25 455 15/25 41 0/10 543 258
{{i} : i ∈ V } 1 10% 25/25 0 25/25 0 - - 0

20% 25/25 1 25/25 0 - - 0
3 10% 22/25 157 18/25 30 7/7 19 35

20% 4/25 593 1/25 60 23/24 162 217
Total 161/200 160 156/200 18 33/44 196 66
p {V } 1 10% 25/25 0 25/25 1 - - 1

20% 25/25 4 25/25 1 - - 1
3 10% 9/25 499 22/25 44 0/3 547 109

20% 0/25 600 12/25 53 0/13 538 333
{{i} : i ∈ V } 1 10% 25/25 0 25/25 0 - - 0

20% 25/25 5 25/25 0 - - 0
3 10% 17/25 349 13/25 45 12/12 42 65

20% 4/25 560 0/25 61 14/25 324 385
Total 130/200 252 147/200 26 26/53 363 112

CPU time for the AGENTPOS binary-v relaxation bounding procedure (“Bin.-v”) and the

cutting-plane (“C.-P. Alg.”), respectively, as well as the overall CPU time.

Compared to the direct solution of (3–5), which solved 486/600 instances, the

decomposition procedure solved 543/600 instances in half the time. As before, all

instances with tmax = 1 solved quickly. Comparing the instances with tmax = 3, we

have 81, 89, and 73 (out of 100) instances solved by the decomposition procedure for the

stationary cloning, blocking and passing variants, respectively. This is especially significant

for the passing variant instances, of which the MIP was only able to solve 30/100 in
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Table 3-15. MINAGENT cutting-plane algorithm.

v Λ tmax d Solved Iter. (3–14) (3–15)
s {V } 1 10% - - - -

20% - - - -
3 10% 1/2 255 76 180

20% 1/2 274 59 179
{{i} : i ∈ V } 1 10% - - - -

20% - - - -
3 10% 6/6 51 255 5

20% 7/24 189 920 24
b {V } 1 10% - - - -

20% 3/3 243 244 0
3 10% - - - -

20% 0/10 313 211 102
{{i} : i ∈ V } 1 10% - - - -

20% - - - -
3 10% 7/7 22 108 2

20% 23/24 77 188 21
p {V } 1 10% - - - -

20% - - - -
3 10% 0/3 486 219 267

20% 0/13 346 188 158
{{i} : i ∈ V } 1 10% - - - -

20% - - - -
3 10% 12/12 44 144 6

20% 14/25 135 199 71

ten minutes. Of the 25,393 CLEAN recourse problems, the heuristic returned a feasible

solution to approximately 58%.

Table 3-15 presents average statistics for those instances in which the cutting-plane

algorithm was implemented. The table illustrates the average number of iterations,

Benders feasibility cutting planes (3–14) added, and combinatorial feasibility cutting

planes (3–15) added.

The cutting-plane procedure was especially effective for the blocking and passing

variants with contamination set Λ = {{i} : i ∈ V }, solving 30/31 and 26/37 instances,

respectively. As shown in Section 3.6, the CLEAN LP relaxations produce an optimal

objective value that is equal to the CLEAN MIP optimal objective value far more
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frequently for single-node contamination instances than instances where the entire graph is

initially contaminated, and hence Benders cutting planes derived from the relaxation will

be more effective. Of all Benders feasibility cut coefficients computed, approximately 19%

of them had
∑

`∈L α̂` < (α̂i − β̂i − γ̂i), for i ∈ V , and were strengthened as prescribed by

(3–14).

3.11 A Decomposition Approach for AGENTPOS

In the following discussion we will develop a decomposition method to solve the

AGENTPOS problem. We first discuss the decomposition framework and then discuss

the different cutting planes we implement in Section 3.12. We then provide computational

testing of the decomposition method in Section 3.13.

Similar to the previous discussion on the MINAGENT decomposition method,

we can solve a binary-v relaxation of (3–7), where v-variables are held binary, and

agent-deployment x-variables are held integral and all other variables are relaxed. An

optimal solution to the AGENTPOS binary-v relaxation will prescribe agent positions

x and a lower bound on the optimal objective value of (3–7). Given suggested agent

positions x, we solve each individual CLEAN MIP recourse problem to optimality and

compute the actual expected cleaning time. If the actual expected time matches the lower

bound suggested by the binary-v relaxation, we conclude we have found the optimal agent

deployment positions. Otherwise, we initiate the cutting-plane algorithm.

The AGENTPOS cutting-plane algorithm again separates the decisions into first- and

second-stage problems. In the first-stage problem, we determine the positions of agents

and estimate cleaning times for each contamination L ∈ Λ. In the second-stage problem,

we verify that the estimated cleaning times are accurate and that all contaminations can

be cleaned in tmax steps or fewer.

The first-stage problem, which we refer to as AGENTPOS, is formulated as a

relaxation of the full AGENTPOS MIP (3–7). We define zL ≥ LL as the first-stage

estimate of cleaning time for a contamination that begins on nodes in L ∈ Λ, with lower
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bound LL. As in Section 3.8, we also decompose the x-variables into auxiliary binary

χ-variables. The AGENTPOS MIP formulation is

AGENTPOS : min
∑
L∈Λ

pLzL (3–17a)

s.t. (3–8c)− (3–8e), (3–7b)

∑
L∈Λ

ψπ
LzL ≥ ξπ +

∑
i∈V

K∑

k=0

φπ
ikχik ∀π ∈ Π (3–17b)

zL ≥ LL ∀L ∈ Λ. (3–17c)

The objective function (3–17a) seeks to minimize (estimated) expected cleaning time.

Constraint (3–17b) represents a set of valid inequalities Π that have been added to

the relaxation at each iteration of the cutting-plane algorithm to force estimates of

cleaning time zL to converge to actual cleaning time values. Finally, (3–17c) enforces lower

bounds on cleaning time given an initial contamination at nodes in L. (We discuss simple

strategies for computing LL for our test instances in Section (3.13).) Like the MINAGENT

formulation, the AGENTPOS formulation does not include constraint (3–5b), and we must

guarantee that zL ≤ tmax via a set of cutting planes Π.

The cutting-plane algorithm first solves AGENTPOS, gets an optimal solution of

the form (x̂, ẑ), and then sets LB equal to the objective of AGENTPOS. Note that the

optimal objective of AGENTPOS is nondecreasing and always equals the LB. If UB −
LB ≤ ε, for some absolute termination constant ε > 0, we terminate. Otherwise, we

first solve the LP relaxation of the CLEAN problem for every possible contamination. If

one CLEAN LP relaxation infeasible, we will add a Benders feasibility cut (3–14) to Π.

If the CLEAN LP relaxation is feasible, define the optimal objective value as QL(x̂). If

QL(x̂) > ẑL, we add an optimality cut to Π (discussed in Section 3.12). If each CLEAN

LP relaxation is feasible, and ẑL ≥ QL(x̂) for all L ∈ Λ, we begin solving the CLEAN

MIP problems for each contamination L ∈ Λ. If one CLEAN MIP problem is infeasible,

we add a combinatorial feasibility cut (3–15) to Π and discontinue solving any remaining
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CLEAN MIP problems. If all CLEAN MIP recourse problems are feasible, for each L ∈ Λ

such that QL(x̂) > ẑL, we add a combinatorial optimality cut to Π (discussed in Section

3.12). If all CLEAN MIP problems are feasible, we can compute actual expected cleaning

time given positions x̂ and update UB. Again, if UB − LB ≤ ε, we terminate. If at any

point AGENTPOS is infeasible, then we can conclude that the AGENTPOS instance is

infeasible.

3.12 Optimality Cutting Planes

Benders optimality cutting planes [7] can be derived from the full linear programming

relaxation of the various CLEAN problems. Given an optimal solution to the AGENTPOS

problem (x̂, ẑ), if the LP relaxation of the CLEAN problem is feasible with optimal dual

solution components α̂, β̂, and γ̂, but QL(x̂) > ẑL, we can add a Benders optimality cut to

AGENTPOS. The Benders optimality cut for the stationary cloning variant is given by

zL ≥
∑

`∈L
α̂` −

∑
i∈V

(α̂i − β̂i − γ̂i)xi, (3–18)

where α̂i = 0 for i ∈ V \ L.

We can modify the Benders optimalty cut to

zL ≥ QL(x̂)−
∑
i∈V

∑

k′:k′>k,χ̂ik=1

min{(k′ − k)(α̂i − β̂i − γ̂i), (QL(x̂)− LL)}χik′ . (3–19)

The modified Benders optimality cut states that if the number of agents on some node

i is increased from k to k′ > k, cleaning time will decrease by the amount suggested by

either the traditional Benders optimality cut (3–18) or the maximum possible decrease on

cleaning time (whichever is less).

In general, inequalities (3–18) or (3–19) do not dominate one another. Considering

node i ∈ V with k agents positioned on it, (3–18) would imply that if the number of

agents on node i were reduced then estimated cleaning time may increase. Constraint

(3–19) would not impose any such penalty on z-variables for decreasing x-variables.

However, constraint (3–19) will provide a more accurate estimate of how cleaning time is
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improved when the number of agents on a node is increased. Hence, we generate both of

these inequalities when seeking an optimality cut.

The Benders optimality constraint for the blocking or passing variant is the same, but

β̂i = 0 for all i ∈ V . The Benders optimality cut for the cloning variant is also the same,

but γ̂i = 0 for all i ∈ V .

If all CLEAN LP relaxations are feasible and zL ≥ QL(x̂) for all L ∈ Λ, we begin

solving the CLEAN MIP problems. If all CLEAN MIP problems are feasible, we will

add a combinatorial optimality cut to AGENTPOS for all L such that QL(x̂) > ẑL. We

utilize a modified version of the combinatorial optimality cuts suggested by Laporte and

Louveaux [26]. If QL(x̂) > ẑL, we can add a constraint to AGENTPOS of the form:

zL ≥ QL(x̂)− (QL(x̂)− LL)
∑
i∈V

∑

{k′ : k′>k, χ̂ik=1}
χik′ . (3–20)

A combinatorial optimality cut states that if agent positions are kept as is, the estimated

cleaning time zL for a contamination that starts on nodes in L is forced to be at least

QL(x̂). However, if agent positions are changed in any way, then the zL-variable is released

and allowed to achieve its lower bound of LL. This constraint is sufficient to force all

variants of the AGENTPOS cutting-plane algorithm to converge.

Although these integer optimality cuts are sufficient, they are weak in the sense that

switching any agent’s position allows zL = LL with respect to the most recently generated

constraint (3–20). If only these combinatorial optimality cuts are implemented in the

cutting-plane algorithm, then the algorithm may enumerate all possible
(

n+K−1
K

)
choices

for agent positions before settling on an optimal set of positions.

Remark 2: We can add warming constraints to AGENTPOS before the cutting-plane

algorithm is started. Note that if no agent is positioned on node ` ∈ L, then cleaning

time for contamination L will be at least one. Define binary variable ω` = 1 if no agents

are positioned on any nodes adjacent to `, i.e., xh = 0 for all h ∈ N [`], else ω` = 0. If no

agents are positioned on ` or any nodes adjacent to `, then it will take at least two steps
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to clean contamination L. This can be modeled by

zL ≥ 1− x` + ω` ∀` ∈ L,L ∈ Λ (3–21a)

ω` ≥ 1−
∑

h∈N [`]

x` ∀` ∈ L (3–21b)

ω` ≥ 0 ∀` ∈ L,L ∈ Λ. (3–21c)

Constraint (3–21a) states that unless we position agent on every node ` ∈ L, then cleaning

time for contamination L will be zero. If one node ` is not covered, then cleaning time

will be at least one, and if no agent is adjacent to node `, then constraint (3–21b) will

force ω` ≥ 1 and contribute at least one more time unit to cleaning time. Constraint

(3–21c) states that ω-variables are nonnegative. Optimality will force z-variables as low as

possible, and thus ω-variables will be no more than one, and zero whenever possible.

3.13 AGENTPOS Decomposition Procedure Computational Testing

We test the AGENTPOS problems using the same 200 (for each variant) instances

described in Section 3.6. We consider the same two possible contamination situations:

Λ = {V } and Λ = {{i} : i ∈ V }. We omit the AGENTPOSc variant as all instances of the

extensive formulation can be solved directly within 10 seconds.

We first discuss the tuning of the cutting-plane algorithm with a subset of instances

(one instance for each parameter set for a total of eight, tested for each variant for a total

of 24). The binary-v lower bounding procedure is omitted in the following discussion.

First, note that cleaning times are always integral, however we do not necessarily

restrict cleaning-time-estimate z-variables to be integers. If z-variables are held integral,

then two extra instances where the entire graph is initially contaminated can be solved in

ten minutes. (All Λ = {{i} : i ∈ V } instances are solved to optimality quickly in either

case.)

Second, note that cleaning time for the case where Λ = {V } will always be at

least one. Hence, warming constraints (3–21) can only help to suggest that zL > 1 if
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Table 3-16. Review of AGENTPOS extensive formulation testing.

K s b p
5 Extensive MIP solved 89 39 40

Extensive MIP CPU 153 414 454
10 Extensive MIP solved 100 98 50

Extensive MIP CPU 2 57 303

the deployment positions do not form a dominating set. Indeed, warming constraints

(3–21) do not improve the convergence of the cutting-plane algorithm for instances

with Λ = {V }. However, warming constraints (3–21) do help the instances where

Λ = {{i} : i ∈ V }. With no warming constraints, the tuning instances solved in (on

average) 14.4 iterations compared to 7.3 iterations for instances with warming constraints.

In full testing, the z-variables are held integral when solving AGENTPOS and warming

constraints (3–21) are only added to instances with Λ = {{i} : i ∈ V }.
Special considerations are implemented for the AGENTPOS solution method. Before

the cutting-plane algorithm is started, the binary-v relaxation of (3–7) is solved given

a time limit of one minute. If Λ = {V }, then we solve the binary-v relaxation of (3–7)

AGENTPOS to an absolute optimality gap of 0.999, otherwise we solve to optimality.

We first attempt to solve CLEAN recourse problems using the heuristic. If that fails, we

solve the CLEAN MIP with the suggested bounds to a 0.999 absolute optimality gap.

Given Λ = {V }, we let set the cutting-plane algorithm to terminate when UB − LB

≤ 0.999. Given Λ = {{i} : i ∈ V }, we terminate the algorithm when UB − LB ≤ 0.001.

When implementing optimality cuts of the form (3–19) and (3–20), we need to choose an

appropriate lower bound LL for cleaning time. If Λ = {V }, then clearly we will never be

able to clean the graph instantly, hence LL = 1. If Λ = {{i} : i ∈ V }, we will be able to

achieve zero cleaning time for some contaminations, and hence LL = 0, for each L ∈ Λ.

Table 3-16 reviews how the extensive AGENTPOS formulations performed. Given

K = 5 agents, the instances are more difficult to solve because the agents must pursue a

more sophisticated cleaning strategy in order to clean the graph.
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Table 3-17. AGENTPOS decomposition procedure.

MIP Bin.-v C.-P. Alg. Overall
v Λ K d Solved CPU Solved CPU Solved CPU CPU
s {V } 5 10% 16/25 414 17/25 27 5/8 248 109

20% 23/25 67 22/25 7 2/3 450 61
10 10% 25/25 4 25/25 0 - - 0

20% 25/25 1 25/25 0 - - 0
{{i} : i ∈ V } 5 10% 25/25 47 25/25 4 - - 4

20% 25/25 113 25/25 19 - - 19
10 10% 25/25 1 25/25 0 - - 0

20% 25/25 3 25/25 1 - - 1
Total 189/200 81 189/200 7 7/11 349 24
b {V } 5 10% 3/25 591 7/25 51 0/18 517 440

20% 0/25 600 1/25 60 0/24 500 577
10 10% 25/25 9 25/25 0 - - 0

20% 23/25 215 24/25 2 1/1 212 11
{{i} : i ∈ V } 5 10% 25/25 47 23/25 12 2/2 5 12

20% 11/25 416 5/25 54 18/20 72 112
10 10% 25/25 1 25/25 0 - - 0

20% 25/25 3 25/25 0 - - 0
Total 137/200 235 135/200 22 21/65 261 144
p {V } 5 10% 19/25 360 10/25 56 0/15 516 380

20% 1/25 595 16/25 46 0/9 524 249
10 10% 0/25 600 25/25 17 - - 17

20% 0/25 600 18/25 36 1/6 199 181
{{i} : i ∈ V } 5 10% 19/25 264 8/25 49 17/17 25 66

20% 1/25 597 0/25 60 10/25 81 184
10 10% 25/25 7 25/25 1 - - 1

20% 25/25 3 25/25 1 - - 1
Total 90/200 379 127/200 35 28/72 209 134

Table 3-17 summarizes the results from the AGENTPOS solution procedure. We omit

average relative optimality gap because the average for each parameter set was always

either 0 (all instances were solved or proven to be infeasible), or ∞ (due to a lack of a

valid upper bound from one or more instances).

The AGENTPOS binary-v relaxation returned an optimal solution in 451/600

instances in an average of 100 seconds. The cutting-plane algorithm solved 56 of the 149

instances for which it was invoked. Typically when K = 10, instances solved quickly.

Given fewer agents, more sophisticated cleaning strategies must be developed, and the
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Table 3-18. AGENTPOS cutting-plane algorithm.

v Λ K d Solved Iter. (3–14) ((3–18),(3–19)) (3–15) (3–20)
s {V } 5 10% 5/8 243 1 241 0 1

20% - - - - - -
10 10% 2/3 210 1 208 0 1

20% - - - - - -
{{i} : i ∈ V } 5 10% - - - - - -

20% - - - - - -
10 10% - - - - - -

20% - - - - - -
b {V } 5 10% 0/18 155 3 117 0 0

20% 0/24 132 1 118 0 0
10 10% - - - - - -

20% 1/1 157 0 155 0 1
{{i} : i ∈ V } 5 10% 2/2 11 0 45 0 2

20% 18/20 12 0 51 0 1
10 10% - - - - - -

20% - - - - - -
p {V } 5 10% 0/15 153 23 126 0 0

20% 0/9 142 4 102 0 0
10 10% - - - - - -

20% 1/6 101 0 101 0 0
{{i} : i ∈ V } 5 10% 17/17 15 0 85 0 2

20% 10/25 15 0 82 0 3
10 10% - - - - - -

20% - - - - - -

AGENTPOS instances become more difficult to solve. Approximately 95% of the 7,448

CLEAN recourse problems were solved with the heuristic.

Table 3-18 summarizes the performance of the cutting-plane algorithm on the

instances for which it was invoked. The table presents the average number of iterations,

the number of Benders feasibility cuts (3–14), Benders optimality cuts (3–18) and (3–19),

combinatorial feasibility cuts (3–15), and combinatorial optimality cuts (3–20) added.

There were fewer feasibility cuts added in these instances because of a larger tmax = 5

as opposed to tmax = 1 or 3 in Section 3.10. Except for the passing variant, these

instances typically have a sufficient number of agents present in the graph to ensure

feasibility. Approximately 7% of the Benders feasibility cut coefficients generated had
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∑
`∈L α̂` < (α̂i − β̂i − γ̂i), for i ∈ V , and were strengthened as prescribed by (3–14).

The AGENTPOS cutting-plane algorithm was not as successful as the MINAGENT

cutting-plane algorithm due to a larger solution space. Given tmax = 5, there are more

feasible deployment locations for agents to be positioned, and thus Benders feasibility cuts

(3–14) and even combinatorial feasibility cuts (3–15) were not generated as frequently per

iteration.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

We have discussed two stochastic integer programming applications in this dissertation.

First, we covered a two-stage facility location problem with binary activation variables in

the second stage. Next, we covered a variety of problems related to a graph decontamination

problem with mobile agents. For each application, Benders decomposition was helpful

but not sufficient, and it was necessary to derive and prove the validity of a class of

cutting-plane inequalities.

For the class of stochastic facility location programs having integer recourse variables,

we presented a solution method based on a specialized cutting-plane algorithm. We

compared our approach to a strengthened version of the Laporte and Louveaux [26]

integer L-shaped algorithm for more general, binary stochastic programming problems.

The cutting planes prescribed in the method of Laporte and Louveaux blindly estimate

second-stage objective improvement with respect to changes in first-stage decisions based

only on which facilities were located in the previous RMP solution x̂, and the optimal

second-stage objectives given x̂. Thus, these cuts give little insight into which facility

locations can actually effect a reduction in second-stage objectives. By contrast, we derive

RP cuts, which estimate second-stage improvement based on subproblem activation

and arc flow data, thus permitting the generation of stronger cutting planes. We have

demonstrated on a suite of test problems that a cutting-plane algorithm based on RP

cuts performs at least as well as one based on LL cuts, and that either technique is

preferable to solving the problem by its extensive form representation. In particular, the

RP cutting-plane approach is most effective for instances in which a single facility can

serve the entire region.

Future research on the two-stage facility location problem may include heuristic

approaches linked with the lower-bounding procedure outlined in this dissertation in order

to identify good-quality solutions with provable optimality bounds for the problem. We
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Table 4-1. Problem complexity summary.

Variant CLEAN MINAGENT
Cloning Trivially solvable NP-Hard (by DS)
Stationary Clones NP-Hard (by HP) NP-Hard (by VC)
Blocking NP-Hard (by X3C) NP-Hard (by VC)
Passing NP-Hard (by X3C) NP-Hard (by VC)
AGENTPOS variants have the same complexity as their
respective MINAGENT variants.

may also consider other forms of the stochastic facility location/activation problem in

which other objectives and restrictions are considered. Finally, it may be appropriate to

investigate a robust version of the current problem in which we minimize the worst-case

second-stage objective rather than a weighted average of second-stage objectives.

We have also introduced several variants of the synchronous graph decontamination

problem and analyzed the complexity of each variant (Table 4-1). We also provided MIP

formulations for every problem discussed. Preliminary computational testing has shown

that the MIP formulations provided can solve most instances swiftly; however, some

instances requiring more complex cleaning strategies become difficult to derive.

The MINAGENT and AGENTPOS problems are also amenable to decomposition

methods based on the set of possible contaminations. The problems were formulated

as two-stage stochastic integer programs, where agents are positioned in the first stage,

and cleaning strategies for possible contaminations are devised in the second stage. We

described a cutting-plane algorithm with integer cuts supplemented with strengthened

Benders cutting planes to solve the MINAGENT and AGENTPOS problems.

To strengthen the cutting-plane algorithm, we could further exploit the relaxations of

the CLEAN formulations through the Reformulation-Linearization Technique (RLT) that

would partially convexify the feasible region, allowing us to exploit duality information in

deriving strengthened Benders feasibility and optimality cutting planes.

Another area of future research could also include analysis of the MINAGENT

problem on special graphs such as trees or meshes. Given those results, general graphs
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could be pre-processed to find such special structures within the graph and thus a tighter

lower bound on the minimum number of agents required to clean the graph may be

imposed.

Heterogeneous agent models may be considered, in which agents having different

capabilities are available to clean the graph. MIP formulations for this type of problem

would be a fairly straightforward amalgamation of the various constraints and variables in

the MIP formulations of the CLEAN problems given in this paper.

The graph decontamination problem could be considered with no time limit. If no

time limit imposed, then it is necessary to focus on the minimum number of agents and

their initial positions required to clean the graph. Obviously the MIP formulations for the

CLEAN problem presented are not appropriate for this assumption; however, the CLEAN

heuristic could be implemented in an attempt to find a solution. We conjecture that

determining whether a specific number of agents and their initial positions are sufficient to

clean a graph given no time limit is also an NP-Hard problem.

Finally, it is unclear now whether or not the CLEAN problem is in NP. We have

shown the CLEANs, CLEANb, and CLEANp variants are strongly NP-Hard; however,

the number of time units required to clean the graph is not necessarily bounded by a

polynomial function of the number of nodes in the graph, and thus it is not clear if we can

verify a solution to the CLEAN problem in polynomial time. Future research may focus

on special graphs and show that solutions to CLEAN problems on these graphs can be

verified in polynomial time.
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